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ABSTRACT
One focus of this research centered on rule induction
in the balance beam task; the second was concerned with the
"far" transfer of balance knowledge to understanding of
means and weighted means.
One major question was whether structuring the sequence
of problems would facilitate rule induction. Forty
subjects, pretested for lack of product-moment rule
knowledge, were shown computer graphics representations of
balance beam problems. They were given one of four
sequencing conditions and asked to "think aloud" while
making and explaining their predictions for each
configuration on the beam. Error patterns and verbal
protocols were analyzed.
The data indicated that solving was not dependent on
whether the problems were highly sequenced or mixed, and
the coaed verbal protocols revealed a far more extensive
taxonomy of reasoning rules and strategies than has been
found In previous studies. The coded verbal protocols also
provided a means for differentiating between the reasoning
patterns of two types of solvers and three types of non-
solvers. The reasoning patterns of solvers and non-solvers
i v
show marked differences In general problem solving
approaches and the Inference drawn was that solvers were
those subjects who had previously acquired problem solving
skills that enabled them to make better use of the balance
training.
Previous research suggested that a deep understanding
of balancing would have a beneficial effect on
understanding of means and weighted means (Hardiman, 1983).
In the weighted mean transfer task of this study,
performance of 40 balance beam trained subjects was
compared to that of 40 controls. Each group was further
divided into those who received an extra Judgment task
(EJT), which was thought to provide a possible bridge
between balancing and weighted means, and those who did
not .
Subjects, in "think aloud" interviews, were asked to
solve two weighted mean word problems, a foi I (simple mean)
word problem and a choice word problem (simple mean vs.
weighted mean solutions), plus two graphed frequency
distribution problems.
The findings were that neither balance training alone
nor the EJT had an effect on performance, but that those
who had solved in the balance beam task performed
significantly better than the the non-solvers on the two
weighted mean word problems.
v
The conclusion drawn was that, while It is possible
that Inducing the product-moment rule In the balance beam
task provided subjects with knowledge applicable to
understanding weighted means, it Is more likely that the
solvers's success resulted from a combination of being
better problem solvers to begin with and being more
motivated by their success In the balance beam task to try
harder In the transfer session.
vl
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SECTION
I
THE BALANCE BEAM: RULE INDUCTION
CHAPTER I
I NTRODUCT ION
This research is an Investigation Into the types and
patterns of reasoning adult subjects use In an induction
task and the conditions that affect performance. The
specific concern is with how people develop an understanding
of physical concepts in which 1) there are two, physically
separable, relevant variables, 2) the variables can be
individually measured or quantified, and 3) these
measurements can be combined, using an algebraic rule, in
order to predict what will happen for any combination of the
two variables. Examples of such physical concepts Include
density, the size of shadows, and the balance beam.
This research is concerned with the induction of the
product-moment (p-m) rule for the balance beam, given
experience with various configurations of weights and
distances on the beam. The p-m rule is an integrative
algebraic computation for predicting the action of a balance
beam using a simple calculation of torque (I.e., the sum of
the products of each weight and its distance from the
1
2fulcrum) for each side of the beam. The two torques are then
compared and the side with the greater torque Is the side
that will tip down. I f the torques are equal
, the beam will
ba I ance
.
Balancing is an interesting domain in that while nearly
all subjects have had experiences with balancing (seesaws,
scales, etc.) and most subjects recognize weight and
distance as the relevant variables to use in predicting the
action of the beam, few are able to specify the general
computational rule that would allow them to predict
correctly the effects of all configurations of weights and
distances on the beam.
Even more interesting Is the fact that subjects who have
been provided with various types of learning experiences
with a concrete beam still have difficulty in Inducing the
rule (Siegler, 1976; Slegler & Klahr, 1982).
Performance of untrained subjects in the Slegler studies
suggested that subjects who did not know the p-m rule were
using a limited set of qualitative, non-computational rules
that were adequate to predict the outcome of simple
configurations of weights and distances on the beam, but
were Inadequate for more complex configurations in which
weight and distance cues conflicted. Even after training
with these more complex problems, subjects were seldom able
to make the transition from the simpler rules to the type of
computational reasoning that would allow them to Induce the
P-m rule, despite the ease with which they understood and
used the p-m rule once they knew it. in one study
(Hardlman, 1983), however, the majority of subjects did
learn to induce the p-m rule.
This gives rise to the two aspects of rule induction
that the current research investigated. The first issue is
the types and patterns of reasoning rules people use as they
progress through the balance beam Induction tasks, and the
second is the difficulty they have in making the transition
from simple reasoning rules to the algebraic p-m rule.
CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Over v I ew
With regard to the first Issue, there have been two
major theories about the types and phases of reasoning used
in understanding the balance beam: Inhelder and P I aget '
s
(1958) stage theory, and Siegler's (1976) hierarchical
decision tree models. These theories are discussed briefly
below. In general, these studies have found evidence that
subjects proceed through a sequence of increasingly
systematic stages of reasoning. However, these theories are
based primarily on studies of the reasoning processes of
children and the applicability to adult reasoning, which is
the focus of this research, has yet to be determined.
When one looks at the second issue - the difficulty
children and adults alike have in inducing the p-m rule,
even after learning experiences with the balance beam - it
is not at all clear from the previous research (Siegler,
1976; Klahr & Siegler, 1978) that the difficulty can be
attributed to the same factors for both age groups.
The question of the relevance of previous research to
the study of adult reasoning requires a more explicit
4
5comparison of problem solvers by age, by performance or by
a combination of both.
By comparing age groups, It becomes possible to
determine whether the Inhelder and P I aget , or Slegler models
of the developmental advances In children's reasoning
abilities are useful In characterizing the path of reasoning
through which adults progress as they attempt to understand
the Interactive effects of the balancing variables. Is
adult learning about balancing "developmental" In the same
sense as it Is with children or Is the sequence of rule
acquisition observed by Inhelder and Piaget and by Slegler
solely a reflection of children's developing reasoning?
Comparing the performance of different age groups also
enables us to explore the possibility that children and
adults adopt the same beginning sequence of reasoning rules
when presented with the balance task, but, at some critical
point, their reasoning patterns diverge according to level
of ab I I i ty or amount of previous experience with slml lar
tasks
.
If we compare subjects by performance (i.e, solvers vs.
non-solvers), modeling successful and unsuccessful subjects
separately has two benefits. One, it prevents the premature
assumption that the poorer solver is Just a good solver gone
astray. This may, In fact, turn out to be the case, but it
may also be the case that the poor solver's reasoning has
6very little In common with that of the good solver.
Developing separate models should clarify the Issue. The
second benefit would be to gain a much clearer picture of
the way In which the unsuccessful subject's reasoning
processes hinder the induction process and the type of
instruction that might remedy the situation.
The framework for the following discussion is one in
which performance Is considered relative to age. in this
way, commonalties and differences in reasoning across age
groups can be highlighted while differences in performance
w 1 th
*
n age groups become more clearly defined.
Therefore, the following discussion of previous
research has been divided Into those studies that have
looked at developmental questions about children's stages or
progressions of reasoning (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958; Slegler,
1976), and those that have looked at the reasoning of adult
(high school and college-age) subjects (Siegler, 1976;
Slegler & Klahr, 1982
; Hardiman, 1983). This should define
the Issues more precisely and clarify the previous
cone I us i ons
.
Developmental Studies
Inhelder and P I aget
inhelder and Plaget (1958) used two types of balancing
tasks for subjects ages three to fourteen. in the first,
they presented subjects with a beam that had twenty-eight
holes equal ly spaced on both sides of the fulcrum, and
various sized weights that could be hung anywhere along the
beam. In the second task, the beam was solid and the
distance along the beam unmarked. The weights were dolls
that were placed In a basket on either side of the fulcrum
and the basket could be slid along the beam. Subjects were
told to experiment with the beam to discover how it worked.
Inhelder and Plaget characterized the children's
reasoning as a progression through Increasingly more
sophisticated stages of reasoning. The stages, listed in
Table B1, suggest that children advance deve I opmenta I I y to
more systematic and rule-governed reasoning and that there
are qualitative changes in conceptual understanding with age
across domains. However, since subjects in the first task
never hung weights from more than one hole on a side, the
reasoning studied with these children is limited to
reasoning about proportionality in that when there Is only
one stack of weights on a side, the ratio rule (w1/w2 =
8TABLE B1
Inhelder and P i aget Classification*
Sta 9 e IA : Subjects fail to d i st I ngu I sh t he I r own actions
from external processes (e.g., the subject will push the
beam so that it is level and expect it to remain that way).
sta 9 e IB: Subjects realize that weight is needed on both
sides of the fulcrum to achieve balance but there is as yet
no systematic correspondence between weight and distance.
Stage I I A: Subjects achieve balance by making weight and
distance both symmetrical. Subjects discover by trlal-and-
error that there is equilibrium between a smaller weight at
a large distance from the fulcrum and a greater weight at a
small distance but do not draw out general consequences.
Stage I I
B
: Subjects develop qualitative understanding of
the relationship between weight and distance.
Stage IMA : Subjects start to discover the quantitative law
for balancing. It takes the form of the proposition
W/W'=L'/L, where W and W' are two unequal weights and L
and L" are the distances from the fulcrum at which they are
p I aced
.
Stage I I I B
:
Subjects search for a causal explanation.
From Hardiman, Pollatsek, & Well, 1985
9d2/d1) will suffice to predict accurately whether or not the
beam will balance. Consequently, subjects who progressed to
more sophisticated and numerical proportional reasoning
Induced the ratio rule which appeared general but was, in
fact, limited to two-stack situations (one on either
side) and to the determination of balance or Imbalance, but
not the direction of Imbalance. Thus, the stages are limited
to proportionality reasoning, and the broader
(multiplicative) understanding of the balance beam that
would result In Induction of the p-m rule is missing. Also
lacking from the stage models as described In Table B1 are
the processes by which a person progresses from one stage to
another
.
An Interesting question for the current research on
adults is whether a stage approach, which reflects the
development over time of children's cognitive abilities, can
be extended to explain the changes in reasoning that occur
when a person is presented with a problem for which he or
she has the cognitive capacity to understand the solution,
but for which the solution still needs to be worked out. In
such a situation, the adult solver might pass through two or
more different stages of reasoning In a single problem-
solving sess I on
.
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S I eg I er
Slegler ( 1976) used a balance beam w I th pegs even I
y
spaced on either side of the fulcrum
. Equal-size weights
with holes In the middle could be placed m various
configurations on the pegs. He assessed K - 12th graders'
balance knowledge following experience In one of three
conditions. In the a priori condition, subjects were net
given any experience with the balance beam before their
knowledge was tested. in the experimentation condition
subjects were told to experiment with the weights on the
pegs in order to discover the rules by which the balance
beam worked. In the observat i on condition, subjects were
also told to try to figure out the rules to predict the
action of the beam, but in this condition the experimenter
decided how to put the weights on the pegs and the subjects
were only allowed to observe the resulting effects.
For each condition, a subject's understanding of
balancing was assessed in a posttest consisting of 30
balance problems. On each problem the subject began with an
empty beam, the arms of which were supported in a horizontal
position by wooden blocks. The weights were placed on the
pegs on both sides of the fulcrum and subjects were asked to
predict whether the beam would tip left, tip right or
balance for each of the problems. Problems were divided into
the six types described in Table B2. There were four each
11
of the weight, d
I
stance and balance problems and six each of
the conf
I
let-weight
.
conf
I Ict-dlstance and conf I Ict-ba lance
prob I ems
.
Table B2
Balance Beam Problem States
Weight - unequal amounts of weight
equidistance from the fulcrum
Distance - equal amounts of weight at
unequal distances from the
f u I crum
Balance - equal amounts of weight at
equal distances from the
f u I cr urn
Conflict-weight - the side with the
we I ght will drop
Conflict-distance - the side with the
greater distance will drop
Conf I let-balance - the beam wl I I
ba I ance
Slegler hypothesized that children's knowledge of how
balance scales operate could be represented by the set of
four decision rule models shown In Table B3, and that their
knowledge differed only In their consideration of weight and
distance factors. Children using Rule I consider only
weight; children using Rule II consider distance from the
fulcrum, but only if the weights are equal; and children
using Rule III consider weight and distance as In Rule II,
12
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Table B4
Slegler's Predictions for Percentage of Correct and Error
Responses for Rules I - IV
Problem Ty-p,
Balance
Bula
II III
Weight
i
100 100 100 100
Distance
(Should say
"Balance")
100 100
Conf lict-Weight 33
( Chance
Responding)
Conf 1 ict -Distance 33
(Should say (Should say (Chance
"Right "Right Responding)
Down
' ) Down "
)
Conf 1 ict-Balance 33
I
(Should say (Should say (Chance
"Right Right Responding)
Down ) Down
'
)
Siegler's Developmental Trends Observed and Predicted
on Different Problem Types (Experiment 1)*
Age Predicted
Developmental
Problem Type 5-6 9-10 13-14 16-17 Trend
Balance 94 99 99 100 No change-all at
high level
Weight 88 98 98 98 No change-all at
high level
Distance 9 78 81 95 Dramatic Improve-
ment with age
Conflict- 86 74 53 51 Decline with age-
weight possible upturn
for oldest
Conflict- 11 32 48 50 Improve with age
distance
Conflict- 7 17 26 40 Improve with age
balance
Percentage of problems predicted correctly.
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Table B4
Slegler's Predictions for Percentage of Correct and Error
Responses for Rules I - IV
Probloa Type
Balance
Bula
II III IV
Weight
i
Di stance
(Should say
"Ba 1 ance "
)
Conflict-Weight
i ( ChanceResponding)
Conf 1 ict -Distance 33
(Should say (Should say (Chance
"Right "Right Responding)
Down ) Down '
)
Conf 1 ict-Balance 33
(Should say (Should say (Chance
"Right Right Responding)
Down ) Down )
Siegler's Developmental Trends Observed and Predicted
on Different Problem Types (Experiment 1)*
Problem Type
Age
5-6 9-10 13-14 16-17
Predicted
Developmental
Trend
Balance
Weight
Distance
Conf 1 ict-
weight
Conflict-
distance
Conflict-
balance
94
88
86
11
99
98
78
74
32
17
99 100
98
81
53
48
26
98
95
51
No change-all at
high level
No change-all at
high level
Dramatic Improve-
ment with age
Decline with age-
possible upturn
for oldest
50 Improve with age
40 Improve with age
Percentage of problems predicted correctly.
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except when weight and distance cues conflict (i.e., there
Is more weight on one side and more distance on the other),
in which case they "muddle through" or guess. Rule IV
represents the computation of the p-m rule. Siegler
predicted that a child using a particular decision rule
would show a characteristic pattern of responses, consistent
within, as well as across, problem types, and that there
would be developmental changes in rule use with age. The
predicted and observed patterns for each decision rule model
are shown in Table B4
.
Across several experiments, the decision rules
accurately described the performance of more than 80% of the
children. That is, the pattern of a child's correct and
error predictions allowed Siegler to classify a significant
number of children as using one of the decision rules as
their basis for making predictions about the balance beam.
The models Indicate an Invariant sequence of rule
development but, as In the Inhelder and Piaget stages, it is
not clear how a person's reasoning progresses from one rule
model to the next — what triggers a change In the
representation of the problem, and what is the effect of the
change on the representation?
15
Klahr and S
I eg I er : Production systems
In an attempt to address the limitations of the decision
tree representations of children's balancing knowledge,
Klahr and Siegler (1978) restated the four models In Table
B3 in terms of production systems. Production system
representations for Rule Models I — I V are shown in Table B5.
In their production system, a set of rules - called
productions
- are written in the form of condition-action
pairs which operate via a r ecogn i ze-act cycle. When the
conditions of one production are satisfied (i.e., match the
current contents of the subject's activated portion of long
term memory), the associated action 'fires.' If more than
one production Is satisfied at a given moment, a conflict
resolution principle is invoked - in this system, special
cases have priority over general cases. (See Klahr &
Siegler, 1978, for a more extensive description of conflict
reso I ut I on
.
)
The production system representations are an advance
over the decision tree rule models in that they are more
explicit models of the conditions and actions involved in
balancing discriminations. Further, the system makes
clearer the appropriate underlying operator knowledge needed
to add a production, and hence gives a clearer picture of
which elements of the operators are important for the task,
16
as well as pointing to the Issue of Individual differences
I n
Table B5
Production System (P) Representations for Models l-iv(D = distance; W = weight)
Mode
Mode
P1 : ( ( Same
P2 : ( (S I de
I I
P1 :
I
( ( Same
P2 : ( (S I de
P3 : ( ( Same
Model I I I
P1 : ( (Same W)
P2 : ( (S i de X
P3 : ( (Same W)
P4 : ((Side X
through
)
P5: ( (S I de
down" )
)
more W) (Side X
X more W) (Side X
less D) > muddle
more D) > (Say "X
Model IV
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
((Same W) > (Say "balance"))
((Side X more W) > (Say "X down"))
((Same W) (Side X more D) > (Say "X down"))
((Side X more W) (Side X less D) > muddle
through
((Side X more W) (Side X more D) > (Say "X
down"))
((Same Torque) -— > (Say "balance"))
((Side X more Torque) > (say "X down"))
Trans 1 1 I ona
Product i ons
add P3
r equ I rements
Operators
add distance
compar i son
encoding and
I
->
I I add P4, P5
I I I -> IV mod i f y P4
;
add P6, P7
add torque computation and
compar I son
17
this underlying knowledge. This poses an interesting
conflict In thinking about adult subjects who are assumed to
already possess all the underlying knowledge needed to
perform the balance task.
However, Klahr and Siegler's production systems do not
seem to be self-modifying. Unlike Lewis and Anderson's
(1985) geometry production systems (ACT) which attempt to
account for modification of a production as a result of
finer and finer discriminations among conditions whenever a
condition-action pair is found to have inappropriately
fired, the Klahr and Slegler productions do not account for
learning in this sense.
18
Methodological Issues
There are two further problems with Slegler's rule
assessments, both a result of the methodology. The first Is
that the task of predicting left, right or balance is a
forced-choice task. The determination that a subject is
using a particular rule to predict all problems is based on
the number of correct and incorrect predictions the subject
makes for each type of problem. So, for example, If a
subject correctly predicts the outcome of most balance
(e.g., 0003/3000 — Note: notation indicates the number of
weights located 1,2,3 or 4 distance units from the fulcrum.
In this example, there are three weights located one
distance unit from the center on the left and three weights
also at one unit from the center on the right), weight
(e.g., 0003/2000) and conflict-weight (e.g., 0300/0002)
problems, but incorrectly predicts that all distance
problems (e.g., 0300/0300) will balance, all conflict-
distance problems (e.g., 0200/4000) will tip right and all
conflict-balance problems (e.g., 0020/4000) will also tip
right, that subject would be classified as using Rule I,
i.e., relying solely on weight cues.
However, by limiting subjects' responses to these three
choices, one limits the set of rules that can be inferred
from their responses. Certainly Rules I and II are commonly
found reasoning rules for this task. But Rule III in this
19
classification is not a decision rule at all, but simply an
indication that the solver recognizes that there are
problems with conflicting weight and distance cues that
cannot be solved by Rules I and II. Verbal protocols in a
study by Hardiman (1983), which will be discussed in detail
later, showed clear evidence that subjects were not just
"muddling through", as Slegler suggests, but were in fact
generating and testing rules of limited generality, such as
ratio and addition rules, as well as referring to previously
encountered problems as a basis for making current
predictions. This strongly suggests the need for a more
complex model of the balance beam reasoning processes than
has been heretofore put forth.
A further criticism of the number-correct criteria is
that it is entirely possible for subjects to exhibit a
pattern of correct responses that would appear to indicate
use of the p-m rule without having any notion about the
exact rule itself. A pilot study for the proposed research
was conducted using adult subjects. Some subjects who
reached the Slegler number-correct criterion for Rule IV use
had verbal protocols that clearly indicated they did not
know, and were not using, the p-m rule to make predictions.
The second, related problem is that when responses are
limited to three choices, there is no way to determine what
problem-specific strategies and general problem-solving
20
skills a person brings to bear on the task. For Instance, In
the pilot study mentioned above, many subjects used a
variety of strategies to transform the current problem into
an equivalent, previously learned configuration.
For example, many subjects attempted to redistribute the
weights for a particular problem, increasing or decreasing
weights to compensate changes In the distance of each
weight, such that the new arrangement was somehow equivalent
to the original problem but was now In some familiar
configuration for which the subject already had a reliable
rule. A second heuristic was to cancel equalities, side to
side, and predict on the basis of the leftovers, much like
people simplify and reduce fractions. These strategies are
missing In the Decision Tree analysis, as are the decisions
that send the reasoning process off in the wrong direction.
Furthermore, while Rule II may logically follow Rule I,
since it Includes Rule I knowledge, and Rule III Invariably
follows Rule II, the invariance of the sequence of rule
acquisition may stop at Rule III. In essence, Rules I and
I I patterns of responses indicate that the solver has
identified and is considering the relevant variables, and a
Rule III pattern indicates the solver has become aware that
there are 'tricky' (conflict) problems for which he has, as
yet, no existing rule. But the type of reasoning that
21
occurs after this point Is not necessarily categorically and
logically the same as that which was used before. Thus, the
various types of rules a person will hypothesize to deal
with these 'tricky' conflict problems will not necessarily
be generated In any particular order. That Is, defining the
relevant variables and Identifying the conflict situations
Is likely a very different problem-solving process than
figuring out how to use those variables to operate on the
conflict problems.
Slegler also Investigated why older (8-year-old)
children benefit more from training with the balance beam
than younger (5-year-old) children and found that the
younger children did not encode distance. After training in
encoding distance on the balance beam, the younger subjects,
who could then be equated for rule level and distance
encoding with older subjects, still showed no change In
their balance beam prediction rules. However, both groups
now benefitted equal ly from training experience with the
next higher level of balance problem.
In sum, Slegler showed that children's reasoning is
systematic and rule-governed and that encoding distance may
be the key to a child's ability to advance In his reasoning
about balancing. However, the forced-choice task and the
resulting decision rule models are inadequate to represent
the variety and complexity of rules
use In this task.
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and strategies adults
Adult Stud I es
When looking at the performance of adult subjects In
this induction task, there are certain assumptions that can
be made about their existing knowledge and prior experience
that can not be made about younger subjects: 1) they know
how to encode the numerical values of weight and distance;
2) they have prior knowledge of the math operations (add,
subtract, multiply and divide) necessary to compute the p-m
rule; and 3) they know the difference between qualitative
and quantitative rules. However, even with the advantage of
prior knowledge of and experience with the individual
elements of the rule, older subjects still have tremendous
difficulty In Inducing the rule.
The Issue when looking at older subjects, then, is not
about what they know, but about how and when previous
knowledge Is accessed and applied. What types of rules and
strategies do older subjects use? Are there patterns of
reasoning that differentiate good solvers from poor solvers?
What conditions affect adult performance?
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Slegler and Klahr
Slegler and Klahr (1982) hypothesized two points at
which difficulty in Inducing the p-m might occur. First,
when subjects were Instructed to try to find a general rule
to predict balance situations, they did not realize they
were looking for a mathematical rule. That Is, they failed
to recognize the quantitative nature of the task and,
therefore, failed to encode distance numerically. Second,
choosing the correct algebraic equation from the many
possible ones Is too Imposing a task without some type of
external memory aid for d I scon f I rm I ng large numbers of
Incorrect hypotheses.
In this study, 13- and 17-year-olds, equated for lack
of Rule IV (p-m) knowledge, were tested In four balance beam
training conditions. In all conditions, subjects were
presented with a sequence of 18 balance-scale feedback
problems and asked to make a prediction for each, one at a
time. In the external memory aid condition, subjects were
provided with a sheet of paper with schematic
representations of each problem and its outcome. In the
quantified encoding condition, rather than simply asking
subjects on each trial "What do you think the beam will do,"
the experimenter asked "Three weights on the third peg
versus two weights on the fourth peg; what do you think will
happen?" Subjects In the third condition received both
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external memory aids and quantified encoding, and those In
the fourth condition received neither aids nor encoding
t ra I n I ng .
The findings were that the 13-year-olds needed both
distance and encoding aids to advance to Rule IV, while, in
contrast, the 17-year-olds benefitted from either aid. This
suggests that there are age differences In the number,
rather than the kind, of aids needed for a scientific
induction task. The Important point for the current
research is that, with older subjects, accessing all the
necessary elements for Inducing the p-m rule may be
triggered by giving subjects a hint or aid for any one of
the elements.
Hard I man
Hardiman (1983) gave college undergraduates who did not
exhibit Rule IV behavior in a pretest, balance training
using an experimental situation very similar to Siegler's.
However, in contrast to the Siegler and Klahr studies, in
which few older subjects advanced unaided to Rule IV
behavior, the subjects in the Hardiman study all met the
criterion for Rule IV use during the training session.
Why were Hardlman's subjects successful while Siegler's
were not? In the following section, the Hardiman study is
compared to the Siegler paradigm.
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Hardlman-Slegler Slml lar Itles. In both the Slegler and
Hardiman studies, subjects were run Individually. Training
was administered using similar concrete balance beams (see
Figure 1) and weights of equal size and shape, with the only
difference being that Slegler used metal rings on pegs
evenly spaced from the fulcrum and Hardiman used wooden
blocks placed on markings evenly spaced along the horizontal
surface of the beam.
In both studies, before the training began, subjects
were told that they were to predict the action of the beam
for each problem and that they were to try to determine a
rule that would allow them to make accurate predictions for
all problems. The beam was supported In a balanced state
while the experimenter placed the weights for a problem on
the beam. After the subject made a prediction, the beam was
released and the subject was allowed to observe the beam's
action. Then the next problem was presented.
In both studies, easier two-stack problems were
presented first, moving from weight, distance and balance
situations to the more difficult conflict problems. Changes
in problems were made by one unit progressive changes In
either weight or distance, so that subjects could see the
effects on the balance state of these Incremental changes.
These problems were followed by a group of conflict,
multi-stack problems, none of which had any direct
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relationship to the Immediately preceding problem, and each
of which apparently required a partial or complete
displacement of the weights from the previous problem. That
Is, presenting new problems In this more difficult set
required, In essence, erasing one problem in order to
present the next. Hence, there was no obvious continuity
between these problems and each became an individual and
Isolated learning situation.
Hard Iman-S leg ler Differences. A closer Inspection of
these studies brings to light some important differences in
sequencing and manner of presentation of the problems that
may well account for the success of Hardlman's subjects in
inducing the rule.
While Hardlman began with the same simple two-stack
problems as Slegler, transforming one problem into the next
via one-unit changes In weight or distance, when she
presented subjects with Siegler's more complex and difficult
set of mu I t I -stack problems, if subjects became confused or
were unable to develop Integrative rules, she then provided
them with additional related problems. This was in contrast
to the apparently arbitrary order of multi-stack complex
problems used extensively by Slegler.
It Is not possible to specify here in detail what
orderlngs Hardlman used to help her subjects, since the
experimenter added a different set of problems In response
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to each subject's particular confusion. But the fact that
complex problems were presented in some non-arbitrary
relationship to each other In this study, and not In
Siegler's, suggests that ordering problems, I.e., sequencing
them so that the more difficult problems, like the simpler
ones, also relate to Immediately preceding problems, has an
effect on Induction.
An additional concern with regard to the problems is
that Hardlman's subjects had nearly twice as many (up to
sixty and, in some cases, as many as eighty) examples to
learn from as did Siegler's. Perhaps the larger learning
set alone would account for her subjects' success. To look
at this, in a pilot study (using a computer graphics
representation of the balance beam), we presented subjects
first with Siegler's sequence of easy problems, then with
double the number of complex, conflict problems. This did
not seem to help subjects make the transition to a more
computational approach, much less Induce the torque rule.
On the contrary, subjects seemed to become more and more
overwhelmed and confused by the sheer amount of confirming
and d I sconf I rm I ng evidence from such a large number of
problems for which they had no systematic means to form and
test hypotheses. Therefore, while number of learning
examples may we I I contribute to ease of learning, the
organization or sequencing of the examples seems a more
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important determining factor. The hypothesis, then, that
was tested in this research was whether the sequence In
which balance problems are presented would have an effect on
subjects' ability to make the transition from
non-computational to computational rules, and subsequently
to the p-m rule.
There are some further differences between the two
studies that deserve consideration. First, Seigler's
subjects ranged In grade from K through twelfth grade, while
Hardlman used only college freshmen. However, if we look
Just at Slegler's older subjects, it seems reasonable to
assume that these eleventh and twelfth graders were
cognltively on a par with, or very close to, Hardiman's
college freshmen. Hence, it is fair to compare the two
subject populations' performances on this task.
A second, more important issue concerns the role active
hypothesizing plays in learning. Siegler's subjects merely
observed the problems and their outcomes, while Hardiman's
subjects were asked to "think aloud" and to explain their
reasoning for each prediction before observing the beam's
resulting action. There is reason to believe that
verbalizing predictions and the rationale for each
prediction may help solvers to be more systematic and
precise In how they think about the balance problems and to
generate more and better hypotheses. Consequently, active
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hypothesizing and verbalization may lead to faster learning.
In the current study, subjects were asked to think aloud, as
they were In the Hardlman study, so that a more direct
comparison with Hardlman could be made. In future research,
It will be Interesting to compare thinking aloud subjects
with non-verbalizing subjects.
Major Findings on Adult Reasoning
The proposed research is concerned with two questions
about balance beam rule induction: 1) what are the reasoning
rules and strategies people use as they attempt to induce
the general rule for the beam; and 2) what conditions make
the task easier for subjects to perform? With regard to the
first question, Hardlman, Pollatsek and Well (1986) point to
three major findings from Hard I man ( 1 983 ) : 1 ) most of her
subjects seemed to develop and use a quantitative rule of
limited generality — the ratio rule, in particular — prior
to using the p-m rule; 2) many subjects during the first
part of the learning session gave evidence of using rules
that did not Involve encoding distance numerically; and 3)
most subjects seemed to employ specific Information about
previously experienced configurations in making decisions
about some of the balance problems. Hardlman, et al.
conclude that Siegler's hierarchical decision rule models
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are inadequate to describe a subject's reasoning processes
In this task.
Rules of I Imlted general ity and d i stance finm ri inn At
least two-thirds of Hardlman's subjects verbalized some type
of quantitative rule prior to Indicating use of the p-m
rule. Most hypothesized rules had extremely limited
applications, with the exception of the ratio rule, which
will predict whether the beam w I I I balance or not for all
two-stack problems. However, subjects were not always
consistent In their use of the ratio rule. For instance,
many subjects used ratio reasoning for 2:1 ratios (e.g.,
0004/0200 or 0002/0100), but did not use it on other ratio
configurations (e.g., 3:1). One interpretation for this
inconsistency is that subjects did not initially learn the
general form of the ratio rule. Other data suggest that
subjects did not always encode distance accurately enough to
predict correctly (Hardiman, Pollatsek & We I I
, 1986). In
fact, many subjects early In the session indicated that they
were using distance only to make ordinal (more, less, equal)
or rough perceptual ( 'It looks about the same.') Judgments.
On the average, Hardlman's subjects did not encode distance
numerically ( e.g., '2 blocks at the 3rd space ...) until
the 28th trial
.
Comparisons with previous problems - Instance-based
reason I ng
.
On 15% of the problems, Hardlman's subjects
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made clear statements that they were basing their
predictions on a comparison with a previous problem or class
of problems. The comparisons were of three types:
comparisons to previous problems that differed by a one-unit
change In weight or distance; comparisons with previous
problems that differed by more than a one-unit change; and
comparisons with a known ratio configuration. Subjects used
the comparisons to determine how a critical difference would
affect the action of the beam or, In some cases, subjects
Judged a previous problem and a similar, but not Identical,
current problem to have the same outcome — a qualitative,
rather than quantitative, Judgment.
Instance-based reasoning helps or hinders? What we want
Is for subjects to Induce a general rule from experience
with individual problems. References to previous problems
that are related by one unit differences In weight or
distance can help subjects to see the effects on the balance
state of these single transformations, to realize that
distance values are important numerically (vs. ordinal ly)
because the weight and distance values must be combined
numerically, and to illustrate a pattern of weight-to-
distance relationships. In other words, previous problems
are helpful when they make the algebraic nature of the task
more sal lent and the systematic effects of changes In
weights and distances easier to keep track of.
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References to previous problems hinder the rule
induction process when Information from previous problems is
used only to help predict the current problem. References
to previous problems may sidetrack the solver from the real
task of finding a general rule for the whole system to the
more Immediate task of Isolated predictions.
In sum, it Is clear that adult subjects hypothesize and
test a variety of qua I I tat i ve and quant I tat I ve ru I es and
strategies prior to Inducing the p-m rule. Further support
for this conclusion was found in a pilot study for the
proposed research In which many subjects verbalized their
use of several spec I a I -purpose strategies for transforming
complex conflict problems into configurations for which they
already had established a reliable rule. One particularly
common (and easy to document) strategy was the use of
comparisons to previous problems. In the current research,
subjects' verbalized reasoning for each problem provided
explicit evidence of this and other strategies that were
used as alternatives to an algebraic rule. It is also clear
that encoding of distance numerically is an essential key to
success In this task.
The Slegler and Klahr data suggest that the conditions
In which subjects perform better are those in which the
numerical values of distance are made salient and the memory
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load is reduced by the use of external memory aids. In the
Hardlman study, the Insertion by the experimenter of helpful
problems relating to a subject's Incorrect hypothesis or
confusion may have sequenced the more difficult problems
such that the multiplicative effects of one-unit changes in
weight and distance became more understandable, resulting in
induction of the multiplicative p-m rule. On the other
hand, sequences of closely related problems could help
subjects to make predictions about only a current problem,
whi le divert Ing them from looking for one general rule.
Active hypothesizing and "thinking aloud" may also be a key
factor In helping subjects to be more precise and systematic
In their reasoning. The role that Instance-based reasoning
plays In the Induction task has yet to be determined.
CHAPTER III
PROPOSED MODELS OF BALANCE BEAM REASON I
Ratlona I
e
Subject perception of task goa
I
The balance beam Is a dynamic physical system involving
weight and distance variables. The aoaj. in the balance beam
task is to make accurate predictions about the behavior of
the system, no matter how the weights and distances are
configured. The key_ to the goal Is knowing the general rule
(the p-m rule) about the combined effect of the variables on
the system.
One claim of the current research is that performance in
the balance beam task Is influenced by a subject's
perception of the goal of the task. In the Hardiman study
(and as was the case In this study), naive subjects were
presented with balance problems and instructed to make
predictions, after which they could observe the action of
the beam. They were also told that they were to try to find
the rule that would allow them to predict accurately for any
situation on the beam.
From these Instructions, subjects might focus on very
different task goals — that is, on very different criteria
for success In the task. A subject who focuses on
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point Is that the rule-finding solver knows that the one
general rule can replace any set of more limited rules.
Assumptions for the Proposed Models
Given the findings from previous research and from the
Pilot study for this research, the following models of adult
reasoning In the balance beam rule Induction task were
hypothesized. The models are based on four assumptions
about the adult solvers In this study:
1) adult solvers know how to encode distance
numer I ca I I y
;
2) adult solvers know the difference between a
qualitative rule and a quantitative, arithmetic
rule;
3) adult solvers know the basic math operations (add,
subtract, multiply, divide) that make up the set of
possible algebraic combining operations that can be
used to generate quantitative rules; and
4) some subjects will bring to the task better (more
systematic and practiced) general problem-solving
skills than others
.
The models also take Into consideration a solver's
potential vacillation between two general problem-solving
approaches -- hypothesize and test, and prediction by
aa
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prediction alone will ignore the notion of a genera, rule
and, Instead, will devise rules of limited generality
set of configuration-outcome rules for various subsets of
balance problems. While It Is hypothet I ca I I y possible for
subject to develop a complete set of special- purpose rules
for the system, it does not seem likely, at least in the
case of balance beam configurations, that without some
external means of organizing and classifying the numerous
types of configurations, a person could be sure if or when
he had a complete set of rules.
If, however, a subject focuses on finding the general
rule for the system and knows that the rule is the means to
the goal of one-hundred percent accurate predictions, he
will have a very different approach to the Information from
example problems. A subject looking for a general rule
knows that It must be one rule to cover all possible
s I tuat I ons
.
One particularly Interesting finding from subjects'
verbalizations In the pilot study was that it was possible
to distinguish between those problems In which subjects were
focused on correctly predicting the current problem as an
end unto Itself, In which case they used previously learned
rules or strategies or Invented new strategies to make a
prediction about the current problem, and those problems for
which subjects were clearly focused on finding the one
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general rule. The distinction is between two genera I
problem-solving approaches: a hypothes I ze-and-test approach
used to generate and test candidates for the one general
rule, and a classification approach used systematically to
type problems by their configurations of weights and
distances and to store the learned outcome with each class.
It appears, then, that reasoning at different points in
the balance beam learning experience Is guided by either of
these two general problem-solving approaches and that a
subject may follow one approach all the way through the
training or he may vacillate back and forth between the two.
This will prove to be a distinction important to the stated
ultimate goal of modeling the changes in reasoning of
successful and unsuccessful solvers as they proceed through
the task.
It is important to state here the assumption that
knowing the general computational rule does not preclude use
of simpler rules In simpler balancing situations. Siegler
and Klahr (1982) tested adults who knew the p-m rule for use
of both qualitative and quantitative rules. They found that
these subjects used qualitative comparisons of weight and
distance values first and computed torques only when the
qualitative comparisons did not yield a clear answer. "Why
compute when you can compare?" seems a reasonable and
adaptive approach on the part of the solver. The important
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c.asslf. cation
- each of whloh reflects a different
perception of the goal of the task. That Is, the
Instructions both to make predictions and to find the one
rule that will allow 1 00% accurate pred I ct i on w I I l cause
subjects to adopt one or the other of these approaches for
each problem as it is presented.
Because success In this study Is defined as the ability
to explicitly state and use the p-m rule, It Is hypothesized
that the subjects who will be most likely to succeed by this
definition will be those who focus predominantly on a
hypothesize and test approach for each problem throughout
the training.
Proposed Model: Rule-Focused Solver
When a solver focuses on a rule-finding approach, the
model shown below predicts that, for a particular
configuration on the balance beam, he will first
differentiate between simple we I ght /d I stance/ba I ance
situations that can be predicted using qualitative (ordinal)
rules (e.g., If there is greater weight and greater distance
on the left, it will tip left) and those problems In which a
conflict situation exists (I.e., the greater weight Is
associated with the lesser distance). If the problem is a
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conflict, a quantitative approach will be invoked. This
switch by default from qualitative to quantitative reasoning
implies a previously learned awareness that, at the top
level of reasoning, qualitative and quantitative reasoning
are the two possible alternatives to explore.
Once In a quantitative mode (i.e., having Isolated the
problems for which a qualitative approach is inadequate),
the model predicts a rapid identification and quantification
of the relevant variables, In this case weight and distance,
followed by a simultaneous attempt to understand the
physical and numerical relationship of the weight and
distance variables. By combining physical and numerical
information about the problem set, the successful solver's
task then becomes a somewhat mechanical matter of
hypothesizing and testing the list of possible math
combining operations (add, subtract, multiply or divide)
until the multiplicative p-m rule is found.
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THE MODEL
s the problem a simple weight, distance or balance
prob I em?
yes
app
I
y s imp I e qua I I -
tat i ve ( ord I na I ) ru I es
use quantitative reasoning
What are the important
variables? (W?,D?)
How do the y relate to each other?
| phys i ca I I y
?
e.g., W farther out has
more effect
e.g., propor t I ona
I
configurations balance
< >
< >
numer leal I y ?
|
2W @ D3 has more
effect than 1W @ D4
3000/0040 balances but
4000/0050 does not
ba I ance
f I nd ar I t hmet I c rule
possible combining math operations?
(+,-,x, /)
Fig. 1
Proposed Model: Rule-focused
Predictions for the Successful Rule-Focused Solver
The predictions for a subject taking this approach are
as f o I I ow s
:
1. early numerical encoding of both W and D variables
A 1
2. early statement of a ratio rule
3. explicit statements Indicating the subject knows he Is
looking for a "mat hemat I ca
.
rule" or a rule to comb I ne W and
D
4. few retests of combining rules that have been
d I sconf I rmed
5. rapid changes, after d
I scon f I rmat I on of the use of one
math operation, to test of another of the possible math
operations until the correct rule Is found (i.e. predictions
are consistently correct.
The successful solver using this approach will
systematically Identify and quantify the var I ab I es , and
proceed to test each possible math operation until he finds
the solution. The unsuccessful solver using this approach
will fail If he does not quantify either weight or distance,
fails to recognize numerical ratios, fixates on refining or
adjusting a disconflrmed rule, or If he falls to test enough
math operations to discover the correct one. The
unsuccessful solver will also be one who vacillates between
a rule-finding approach and a prediction approach.
Proposed Model: Prediction Subject
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Prediction as a categorization process
An Induction task is a task In which one Identifies
the important variables or dimensions of a set of exemplars
and then attempts to find a rule about the variables or
dimensions that wi I l describe the entire set. In contrast,
If a subject in the balance beam task takes an approach
whereby he groups problems according to certain
characteristics of their weight and distance configurations
Into subsets with known balance or tip outcomes, and then
makes a prediction for a new problem on the basis of its
similarity to problems In one of the subsets, then one can
view the approach as a process of categorization.
The process Involved In categorization of objects, for
instance, Is one of abstracting a rule about the features
and their dimensions. In a well-defined category, the rule
will be the same for all members. In a "fuzzy" or ill-
defined category, no one rule will describe all members
(Mervis and Rosch, 1981).
Abstracting the rule for a physical system such as the
balance beam is somewhat different. Examples of an object
category that are classified by features and dimensions are
static; the rule describes only their appearance. Exemplars
of a physical system, on the other hand, are instances of
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the dynamics of the system; the rule for the system
describes the Interactive effects of the variables.
If a subject in the balance beam task perceives the
system to be too complex to determine a single rule for
pred.ct.on, he will resort to an approach whereby he
classifies and predicts new problems in the manner described
above, forming In the process many classes of problems and,
hence, a growing set of prediction rules.
Predictions for the Prediction Solver
1. use of many special purpose rules or categories
2. many references to previous problems differing only by
one or two critical changes in weight or distance—
partlculary In the highly sequenced conditions.
3. many retests of disconfirmed rules
CHAPTER IV
THE PRESENT STUDY
Goals and Research Questions
Previous research has shed some light on developmental
Issues, Identified some of the variables that affect
performance, and documented some of the Intermediary rules
and strategies subjects use In this Induction task. The
goal of the present research was to further investigate the
reasoning processes of adult problem solvers In a specific
Induction task and to characterize their general and domain-
specific problem-solving skills and strategies as they
proceeded through the task. The approach In the past has
been to look at successful and unsuccessful solvers
collectively, and across age groups. The approach for the
current research was to look only at adult subjects and to
differentiate between high-ability subjects (solvers) and
low-ability subjects (non-solvers), based on the hypothesis
that a model of the successful solver will reveal general
problem-solving skills and strategies brought to bear on the
specific task that will not be evident In a model of the
unsuccessful solver.
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The research challenge for the balance beam task Is to
discover the process by which people learn from examples to
abstractor Induce the rule that def I nes the system
. But
the bigger question Is how do successful solvers know how to
learn
-
what makes them good scientists, diagnosticians or
detectives
- and how are their learning strategies different
from those of the unsuccessful solver? The applied
question, of course, Is one of Instruction. How can the
low-ablllty solver be taught better problem-solving skills?
Therefore, this research addressed the general Issues
stated above by answering the following quest I ons about
acquisition of balancing knowledge:
1
•
How do subjects perceive the goal of the balance
beam task?
2
•
What ru les and strategies do people use while
learning to Induce the product-moment rule?
3
•
Is one pattern of reasoning more likely to lead to
success than any other?
4
•
What task conditions Influence the performanc e o f
so I vers?
Information and data pertaining to the first three
questions came primarily from subjects' verbalizations as
they made and explained predictions for each balance
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problem. The rationale and discussion of these quest I ons
were presented in depth In the previous section.
Data for the fourth question occurred as a result of
comparing subject performance across four prob I em-sequenc I ng
conditions and two different manners of presentation. a
discussion of why sequencing of problems might be an
important variable in the balance task and the rationale for
the sequencing and presentation conditions is presented in
the next section, followed by a brief discussion of the use
of computer graphics in this study.
The Problem Set: Considerations and Rationale
Is sequencing Important?
Siegler's subjects did not solve the balance beam task;
Hardiman's did. One interpretation of the data Is that the
effective factor in the Hardiman study was that, when she
interjected helpful problems to confused subjects, she
created a sequence of related problems for subjects to
observe. If sequencing is the key, there should be a
difference in performance between subjects who are presented
with sequences of highly related (by one or two unit changes
in weight or distance) and those who are presented with the
same set of problems, but randomly mixed.
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Comparing the highly sequenced condition with the mixed
condition also allows us to look at the difference between
having the easier, non-con f I
, cts (which can be predicted
with non-computatlona. rules) grouped together at the
beginning of the set, and interspersing them throughout.
The current research, therefore, tested the effects of
sequencing in order to determine whether the relationship of
the current problem to the Immediately preceding problems is
an Important factor In the rule induction process? At the
same time, through verbal protocols of subjects' active
hypothesizing and verbalized reasoning, the research
attempted to more fully identify and c I ass I f y sub Jects
'
reasoning rules and strategies.
Ordering the set of balance problems has three aspects:
1) composition of the problem set, 2) the order In which
they are presented, and 3) the manner in which they are
v I sua I I y presented
.
Composition of the problem set
The goal in the balance beam task was for subjects to
induce a general rule for prediction the action of the beam.
That rule, the p-m rule, is a quantitative, algebraic
computation. When presented with the balance beam problems,
subjects in past studies generally made their Initial
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predictions on the basis of non-computat
I ona I (rough
perceptual or ordinal) Judgments about the weights and
distances on the beam. In order to eventually arrive at the
P-m rule, subjects had to learn that the qualitative rules
have limited application, as do most of the. r ensuing
hypothesized quantitative rules. The question with regard
to the kinds of problems to be Included In the learning set
for this study was whether or not the set should Include the
simple problems that can be predicted correctly on the basis
of non-computational (ordinal) Judgments - all the non-
conflict problems
- and, if so, in what proportion?
Do these easy-to-pred let non-conflicts help people to
notice that there are two kinds of problems, non-conflicts
and conflicts, and thus to realize there are two solution
approaches, non-computational and computational? Is this a
distinction that must be made salient to the solver early in
the learning process? Or do problems that can be solved
with a non-computational rule garden-path subjects Into
fixating onto a non-computational mode of rule Induction, to
the exclusion of any computational considerations?
The assumption for this study was that the non-
conflicts provide an essential contrast to the conflict
situations, that they help subjects to differentiate the
types of problems for which a computational rule is needed.
They were therefore Included In the learning sets. The
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quest, on then arose as to how best to include them so as to
Provide the contrast while, at the same time. not mls .ead
subjects into thinking the qualitative rules that will solve
them are the typed of ruled that will
g-ven a little refining. Th I s Is a question of sequencing
and Is discussed In the following section.
Order of Problems
- What sequence should we test?
Easy to hard? To ask what sequence we should test Is
really to ask what makes a "good" sequence of ba I ance
problems. What reason do we have for picking one sequence
over another as better for learning? The most common view
Is that problems should be presented In an easy-to-hard
ordering (Lesgold, 1983; Karm I I of f
-Sm I th
, 1984). This is
based on the theory that a clear understanding of the
usefulness and limitations of simple, qualitative rules for
simpler problems Is a necessary conceptual foundation for
moving on to more complex rules for more complicated
problems. It Is also a view that mirrors the reasoning
process observed In both children and adults. That Is, most
people begin the problem-solving process by hypothesizing
qualitative, non-computational rules (often a sufficient as
well as efficient strategy) and will switch to a
quantitative, computational approach only when they become
convinced of the limited generality of their non-
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computational rules (Karmi loff-Smlth, 1984 . Weisberg&
Alba, 1981; and as observed In Slegler, 1976, and Hardlman,
1983). Thus, in this view, in order for the solver to
become aware that he needs a new approach, he must have
sufficient opportunity to exhaust the listof Inadequate
rules generated by the old approach.
For the balance beam task, easy-to-hard sequencing has
two overlapping dimensions: 1) the overall trans 1 1 1 on from
simple to complex (two-stack to multi-stack) discussed
above, and 2) the transition from non-conflict weight,
distance and balance problems to conflict situations within
first the simple problems and then again in the later
complex problems.
The second aspect of sequencing reflects the order of
decision rule acquisition observed by Slegler (1976). He
found that subjects typically first test the qualitative,
non-computational Rules I, II and I I I . Those using Rule I
rely solely on weight cues for prediction; those advancing
to Rule II consider distance, but only when the weights are
equal (including simple balance problems such as 0300/0030);
and those advancing to Rule III consider both weight and
distance, and can accurately predict all weight, distance
and non-conflict balance problems. In addition, they
recognize a conflict situation, but soon find their existing
rules are Inadequate for these situations In general. For
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consistent correct prediction of conflicts they need the p-m
rule. From this view, degree of learning difficulty
proceeds from weight problems to distance problems
(Including non-conflict balance problems) to conflict
s i tuat i ons
.
BUt !t is tne transition from non-computational to
computational rule use that occurs during experience with
conflict problems that Is of most interest (which is not to
say that this transition never occurs with other types of
problems, but that it most often occurs with conflicts). is
there a 'good' sequence for conflicts that would facilitate
the transition to a computational approach and ultimately
lead to Induction of the p-m rule? Since prior studies have
not used any principled order for conflict problems and
since there are thousands of sequences of conflicts that
could be tested, this research broke ground not by defining
a particular sequence, but by imposing in one conditlon--
the highly sequenced condition — the general constraint
that each conflict problem, simple and complex, be presented
as a member of a group or progression of problems, each one
related to the next by one or two unit changes In weight
and/or distance, rather than as isolated situations.
M I xed? On the other hand, beginning with a large group
of easy problems may hinder the reasoning process (Sweller,
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Mawer and Ward, 1983
,
by encouraging severs to be I I eve that
the approach that was success f u I with
C° rreCt aPPr °ach for aI1 P^b.ems. It BIght also
misdirect attention to anaiyzing indiv.duai situations in
iso. at. on from the others rather than to abstracting an
overa.i analysis of ail of the prob.ems (Sweiler and Levlne,
1982). m other words, a sequence of easy problems at the
beginning of the learning session may lull subjects into a
false sense of adequacy for their qualitative rules with the
result that they attempt to confirm them with each problem,
but do not use the problems as a whole to collect more
general Information. it was in the midst of the later, more
difficult problems that several subjects in the pilot study
for this research became aware of the need to switch
approach, but by then the problems were so complex that
subjects Indicated that a systematic analysis at that point
was overwhelming. This led to the alternative hypothesis
that If easier problems were mixed with the harder ones,
subjects would be alerted from the start to the need for a
more general, quantitative approach.
Manner of Presentation
If sequencing of problems Is Important (I.e., problems
that relate to each other progressively by one or two unit
changes In the weight or distance variables are grouped
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together dur
,
ng (earning, then how m, flh t the s.n.nc. of the
relat.cn... wlthln a group or progression be increased? one
PossiPiiity „ for subjects to see within a progression the
transition from one problem state to the next actually take
Place
-
for them to witness the metamorphosis as It occurs,
rather than to see each problem presented as an entirely new
configuration. In effect. this Is the d
,
f
ference between
completely clearing the weights from the beam between each
problem In a progression, and starting with an originating
configuration and graphically adding, subtracting or moving
the weights to form, step by step, new conf I gurat I ons
,
without clearing the beam.
Intuitively, it does not seem possible that the
discontinuous, c I ear-the-beam presentation would be better
for learning than the continuous metamorphosis. At the
least, the method of presentation might have no effect at
all. What seems more likely Is that actually viewing the
changes would make the numerical relationships between the
weights and distances more salient to the solver by a)
providing a visual trace of changes and effects, and b)
reducing memory load for previous problems.
In order to test this hypothesis, there were two
Identical h
I
gh
I y-sequenced conditions with the exception
that In one the progressive changes could be watched as they
occurred and In the other the weights were removed
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(graphically erased) from the beam after each and every
prob I em
.
Problem Se ts: The Current study
Sequences: composition and order
In this research the sequences to be compared were
def I ned as foil ows
:
C°ndltlon
!
Highly sequenced/transformoH . sequencing
In which problems move from simple to complex at the same
time that they progress from weight/ distance/balance
situations to conflict situations, with the further
stipulation that all problems will be presented as members
of a group or progression of problems, each related to Its
adjacent problems by one or two unit changes In weight or
distance. Within a progression, changes in weights or
distance are made as transformations of the existing
configuration. The beam is cleared only between
progress I ons
.
Condition II - Highly sequenced/c I ear beam : Identical to
Condition I, but the beam will be cleared between each
prob I em
.
Cond I t i on III -Ml xed : a mixed-order presentation of the
same problems as I n I and I I .
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Cond.t.on
,y - Harrl.m.n: (a replication ofHardlman's
( 1983) sequencing of problems) a sequence beg I nn
. ng w I th
two-stack, simple weight, distance and balance problems,
moving to two-stack conflicts and then to multi-stack
conflicts. The two-stack problems were sequenced such that
each was related to the next by a one-unit change In weight
or distance, but the multi-stack conflicts each had no
obvious relationship to the Immediately preceding problems.
In order to have a total of 80 problems in the set, the
smaller set of multi-stack conflict problems used by
Hardlman was randomly recycled to make up the difference In
the size of the problem set.
The complete sequence for each condition Is shown In
Append I x I .
Concrete Beam vs. Computer Graphics Representation
It would be technically advantageous if the research on
rule induction could make use of the uniformity of
presentation and data collection abilities afforded by
computer presentations. The question arises as to whether,
for a physical concept such as balancing, subjects need an
actual physical balancing apparatus In order to 'get a feel'
for the effects of weight and distance changes and
interactions. This might be true if we only wanted subjects
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to intuit the effects of these changes In thevarlab.es.
However, since It Is a precise algebraic rule that they are
to induce, an abstract formalization of observed changes In
weight and distance values. It would seem that a less
concrete, somewhat more abstract graphic representation such
as the computer produces might trigger or cue a more
abstract, quantitative approach to the task.
Furthermore, If subjects perform the same or better In
this task using the computer graphics (In comparison to
using the concrete beam), then the flexibility of the
computer suggests ways to more easily extend the research In
new directions, while maintaining a high level of
experimental control.
And, finally, It Is of Importance to find out to what
extent the computer can be used an effective and dynamic
teach I ng too I .
Therefore, subjects In this study were shown a computer
graphics representations of the balance beam problems, a
description of which follows In the Methods section.
CHAPTER V
METHODS
The rule Induction study consisted of two phases
conducted In two sessions: a paper
-and-penc II pretest phase
and a computer graphics representation learning phase.
-NOTE: The pretest for the Transfer Task (see Section
ID was given at the same time as the balance beam pretest.
Only subjects who were Identified In the pretest to be both
non-balancers (I.e. did not Indicate knowledge of the
product-moment rule) and non-calculators (I.e., were unable
to solve weighted mean problems, as described In Section II)
were used In either the Rule Induction Study or the Transfer
Task. Only the Rule Induction Methods are discussed here.
Pretest
Sub Jects
Students enrolled in psychology classes at the
University of Massachusetts were offered bonus credit for
participation In the pretest.
Prob I ems
The pretest (Table B6) consisted of 12 schematic line
drawings of a balance beam, each with a different
configuration of weights and distances. There were three
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s.mple weight/ distance/ ba.ance problems (Problems 11, 3,
and 6, respectively), and n , ne multi .stack CQnfMct
s.tuat.ons: three conflict-weight (Problems 1, 5, and 8),
three con f I , ct-ba I ance (Prob.ems 2, 7 and 10),and three
confMct-d. stance (Prob.ems 4, 9, and 12)
. Conf||ct
situations are those In which the greater weight on one side
«s associated with the lesser distance from the fulcrum.
Conflict-weights tip to the side with the greater weight,
confi.ct-dlstances tip to the side with the greater
distance, and conflict-balance situations balance. The
problems were all on one page with »L« »R« " b " under each
one. Written Instructions asked subjects to decide for each
problem whether the beam would tip right, left or balance,
and to circle their answer.
Procedure
The pretest was administered to groups of 10 to 20
subjects. Subjects were given a booklet containing
instructions, a demographic questionnaire, the balance beam
pretest, and the weighted mean transfer task pretest (see
Section II) and allowed to proceed at their own pace. No
feedback was provided.
Ana lysis
Subjects were classified as non-balancers If they made
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Table B6
Balance Beam Pretest
actual balance beam. For each picture, ™ 7 you ,
:nri! B
b?^n:' ru:. ,twl " tiptothe
x
> 5) 9)LB R LB R LB R
2) 6) 10)LBR LBR LBR
3)
B
7)
R B R
11)
B R
4)LBR 8)LBR 12)LBR
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incorrect predictions on any of the three slmp.e Droblems or
If they correctly predicted theslmpie balance states but
made errors on three or more of the conflict problems.
Tra I n I ng
Subjects
Only subjects who are classified as non-balancers and
non-calcu.ators (see Section | !: Methods for definition of
non-calculators) were used In the study. These subjects
were given bonus course credit and $5 for participation in
the balance training and transfer phases of the experiment.
Mater I a I
s
A color-graphics representation of a balance beam was
shown on a Zenith color monitor. The picture of the beam
was a rectangle measuring 6" x 1/4" with a small triangle
for a fulcrum placed under the midpoint. Distance from the
fulcrum was be denoted by four unit marks drawn at evenly
spaced intervals on each side of the fulcrum. The weights
were represented by 1/8" squares which appeared centered
over the distance marks in stacks of up to six weights. For
each of the four sequencing conditions, the configurations,
sequences and manner of presentation were entirely under the
control of the computer program. A four-key board, placed
in front of the monitor, was used by subjects to record
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their responses: one key each for ,eft, right, and
Predictions, and one key to advance to the next problem.
Feedback as to the correctness of the subject's prediction
for each prob.em appeared on the screen in the form of a
printed statement (e.g. "Yes (No), the beam w i I I tip left.")
aiong with the appearance of arrows pointing down under the
side that wou.d tip down or no ar rows i f t he beam wou
. d
baiance. A computer printout (in another room) recorded
each problem configuration, the correct response, and the
subject's keyboard response.
Prob
I ems (Appendix I)
There were four sequencing conditions of eighty problems
eaCh
-
ln Condltlon
L (Highly sequenced and transformed),
problems increased In complexity from a series of 32 two-
stack problems to a series of 48 three- and four-stack
configurations. Within the two-stack division, problems
increased in prediction difficulty, beginning with simple
weight, distance and balance situations, which can be
predicted on the basis of ordinal weight and/or distance
cues (I.e., weight or distance or both are equal on opposite
sides of the fulcrum, or there is both greater weight and
greater distance on one side) and proceeding to the three
types of conflict problems, which require the use of the p-m
rule for consistent accurate predictions. Within the mu 1 1 1 -
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stack problems, the majority were«-y complex conflict
situations such as 0024/0204 and 0300/2300.
Each prob.em In Condition
, was a member of a subset or
Progression of three to s.x problems, with each problem In
the progression related to the next by a one or two unit
change .n weight or distance. Prob.ems within a part.cu.ar
progression were related In such a way as to Illustrate the
progress.ve effects of the various one or two unit changes.
in addition, weight and distance changes within a
progression in Condition
I were made by add i ng or erasing
only the relevant squares, leaving the unchanging squares in
Place. The existing configuration was thus transformed into
the next configuration, with the changes completed on one
side before they were begun on the other. The beam was
cleared of all the weights only between progressions.
Condlt lon 1
1
(Highly sequenced-clear beam) was identical
to Condition I except that the beam was cleared of all
weights between each problem.
In Cond i t lon III (Mixed), the problems in Condition I
were presented In a mixed ordering that was the same for all
subjects in this condition. No problem had any direct
relationship to the one before it and the beam was cleared
of all boxes between problems.
In Condition IV (Hardlman), the sequencing was modeled
after that used In Siegler's (1976) observation condition
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and in the Hardiman (1983) study. The first 24 two-stack
problems related progressively to each other and were
presented without clearing the beam between them. They
began with simple weight, distance and balance situations,
and were followed by three sequences
, each of wh I ch w i I I
begin with two equal stacks of weights at unequal distances
from the fulcrum. Blocks were added one at a time to the
stack closer to the fulcrum until the beam balanced and then
tipped in the opposite direction, after which the beam was
returned to the balance configuration. The remaining 56
problems were a mixed ordering of the multi-stack conflicts
used by Hardiman (taken from Slegler, 1976), recycled twice
to total 80 problems. The beam was cleared between each of
these later problems. As in Condition III, all subjects In
this condition saw the same ordering of problems.
Procedure
Before the session began, each subject was asked to
consent to the session being audio tape-recorded. Subjects
were run Individually. They were seated in front of the
monitor with the keyboard on the table in front of them, the
microphone to one side, and the experimenter seated behind.
In order to minimize subject-perceived feedback from the
experimenter, subjects were asked to remain facing the
microphone in order to insure good voice pickup. This
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Prevented them from turn. no to check the exper Imenter
s
reaction to predictions and reasonings.
Subjects were told that the computer repr esentat
. on of
the balance beam would behave exactly |, ke a real balance
beam. They were told that they would see a series of
balance beam problems and, for each, to make a prediction
about whether the beam would tip left, tip right, or
balance. They were also told that there Is a genera, rule
that wl I I result In correct predictions for all of the
problems and that they should try to determine what this
rule might be. Subjects were asked to think aloud during
the entire session, to state and explain their prediction
for each problem and to tell the experimenter whenever they
had an Idea about what the rule might be.
The session began with a picture of the beam on the
monitor. Subjects saw the first configuration of boxes
drawn one box at a time on the beam. When the drawing was
completed, the question "What will the balance beam do?"
appeared above the beam. Subjects stated their predictions
and were encouraged to verbalize why they made the
prediction. After subjects entered a response on the
keyboard ( L , R , or B), arrows appeared pointing down under
the side that would tip down, or no arrows appeared if It
would balance. At the same time, feedback text appeared
next to the arrows Indicating "Yes (or no), the beam will
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(tip left/tip right/balance)." followed by the text
-Press
the 'continue' key when you are ready to go on." The next
problem was either a transformation of the preceding
configuration or the beam was cleared and the new
configuration drawn, according to the constraints of the
four sequencing conditions detailed above. The session,
thus, was self-paced and the only role of the experimenter
waste encourage subjects to verbalize as precisely as
possible the reasoning behind their predictions and any
hypothesized rules. The sessions ended whenever the subject
stated the product-moment rule as It applies to multi-stack
problems or at the end of the 80 problems in a particular
cond i t I on
.
Ana lysis
Three types of data were of interest. First, from the
protocols across conditions, the types of reasoning rules
used for predictions were identified, as well as the
strategies used to transform complex problems into
simplified situations on which previously learned rules can
operate. Second, a comparison of performance in the three
different sequences and the two manners of presentation was
made. And third, between conditions there was a comparison
of four rule induction behaviors.- a) number of problems to
encode distance numerically, b) number of problems to first
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indication of computation,, use of welght
values;
..e. sub Jeot comb
, nes (adds, subtracts, multiplies
or divides, weight and distance numbers <as opposed to
merely comparing magnitudes). Including documentation of the
use of ratio rules, c) number of problems to Induce the p-m
rule for mult,
-stack conflict problems, and d, number and
types of references to previous problems.
CHAPTER VI
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There were two basic questions w.th regard to rule
induction and the balance beam for this research: the first
was whether success In Inducing the product-moment rule was
dependent on task conditions and the second was whether
there were characteristic types or patterns of reasoning
that differentiate solvers from non-solvers.
The findings will show that task conditions - sequence
and manner of presentation of learning examples - did not
have an overall effect on success. Rather, the indications
are that success was dependent on the type of problem
solving approach a subject took. Non-solvers tended to rely
either on a nonanalytic, categorization approach or to
generate only a limited set of rules for which they had poor
testing skills. Solvers also tended to categorize problems
by type and outcome, but only initially, and moved quickly
to a systematic, analytic approach to hypothesizing and
testing possible rules. The Inference drawn by the author
Is that these differences in performance In this task are
attributable to non-task related, previously learned general
prob I em so I v I ng sk I I I s
.
This study has also revealed, through verbal protocols
of subjects' unaided active hypothesizing, a more extensive
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set of baiance beam reasoning rules and strateg.es than was
found in previous studies and has given some further insight
into the key roie ratio reasoning piays in cuing subjects to
the muitipiicat.ve nature of the product-moment ruie.
Finally, the findings will clearly show the
methodologlca. limitations of presenting and ana I yz I ng the
balance beam task In a forced choice paradigm.
This section is organized as follows: first, a brief
discussion of the methodological issues; second, results and
discussion of a) the findings from the task conditions
manipulations, and b) performance on the different types of
balance problems; third, a taxonomy of observed reasoning
rules and strategies; and, fourth, a qualitative analysis of
subjects' patterns of reasoning.
The section concludes with a discussion of the proposed
models of solvers and non-solvers.
Methodological Issues
There were two methodological issues In question. The
first concerns the criterion for success in this task. in
Hardlman's (1983) study, a subject was considered a solver
when he or she had made five correct predictions In a row.
In the current study, the criterion for success was a
statement of the product-moment rule and correct application
of it to three multi-stack problems. If, in this study,
0!)
success had been determined so.e.y by the
correct 0rH.rU, f.fteen out of eighteen so. vers (83%)
wou.dhave been cons.dered successfu, pr ,or toactua.iy
.nduc.n 0 the ru.e, and nineteen out of twenty-two non-
so.vers (86%) wou.d have been considered severs without
ever
. nduc
. ng the ru.e. |„ Condition ,v a. one, the cond.t.on
most Mke Hard. man's, four non-so. vers and one solver met
th.s cr.ter. on. C.ear.y, subjects given these sequences
could meet such a criterion without solving.
The second Issue concerns the limitations of Slegler's
ru.e-assessment approach. H .s determ
. nat
. on of the
reason. ng rule a Oh I I d was us.ng was based on a quant. tat. ve
analysis of responses In a forced-choice paradigm. That is,
subjects' patterns of predictions (tip left, tip right or
balance) for the different types of problems were taken as
evidence that they were using one of four rules with which
to reason. in the current study, subjects were asked to
explain their reasoning for each prediction. The findings
of this study will show that when sub Jects are act I ve
I
y
hypothesizing in this manner, their verbalizations reveal
the use of a far more extensive set of reasoning rules than
has heretofore been shown. The advantage of the more
qualitative approach used In this study will be supported by
the extensive list of rules and strategies, outlined and
discussed below, taken from the verbal protocols.
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Task Conditi ons and Problem Tvnp*
Sequenc I nq
The motivation for present I ng subjects „| th d
, ff.r.nt
sequences cf problems was the author's hypothesis that a
major factor
,„ the success of Hardlman's subjects was the
inherent sequencing of problems that resulted from the
experimenter Interjecting helpful. related problems when
subjects became confused. Also In question was whether
there would be a difference In performance between subjects
who actually saw the one-un I t progressive changes to
problems In a particular progression and those who did not-
Condltlon I vs. Condition II.
Note The criterion for success In this study was that asubject be able to state and apply the product-momen?
Table B7
Number of Solvers, Non-solvers and Atypical Solvers
Pre After
#40 #50
n Co_nd^ #Solvers Early Late #No Solution #Atyplcal10 1 4 2 2 6 o
10 115 4 1 5 o
10 I I I 5 4 1
10 IV 4 4 0
4 1
5 1
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OVT.U. 18 (45*, of the 40 subjects
rule. Of these,
,4 (78*, so.ved early (before
prob.em, and 4
< 22%) solved late ( , ft-r ^ ^
Twenty-two (55*, of the subjects dld not , nduce t „. ^
rule. Of these. 2 ,5%, devised atypical systems that
resulted In consistently correct predictions without
cognizance or use of the p-m rule calculations. These
atypical severs form a distinct Cass of subjects and „,,,
be discussed as such.
Excluding the two atypical solvers, the different
sequencing conditions had v.rtua.ly no effect on rule
induction success. Subjects performed no better In
Conditions
I and
.,, the Identically highly sequenced
conditions, than In the mixed Condition III. Nor was there
any advantage in the Condition IV sequence that employed
Hardiman's basic series of problems. Clearly, m the
present study, there was no evidence that sequencing had any
effect on whether or not a subject Induced the p-m rule. it
is also clear that whether or not the one-unit changes in
weight or distance (Condition I vs II) were visually salient
did not effect overall performance.
Problem Types: Are There Key Problems?
Since success in this study could not be attributed to
sequencing or manner of presentation, perhaps there were key
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problems or types of prob.ems which, once understood by the
subject, triggered produot-moment rule calculations. The
findings here suggest that there Is
performance on thes.mple con f I I ct-ba
I ance prob I ems ( SGBs
)
and eventual success in Inducing the rule.
Two-stack configurations can be separated into three
classes: simple weight and distance, simple conflict-balance
(SCB) and simple conflict non-balance (SCNB).
Simple Weight and Dis tance Problem* a i I subjects-
solvers and non-solvers alike - In all conditions were able
to pred.ct with nearly 100% accuracy all of theslmpie
weight and distance (I.e. those 2-stack configurations in
which the greater weight is associated with the greater
distance on a side, or those in which the weight and
distance on one side equals the weight and distance on the
other s I de)
.
Simple Conflict-balance and Conflict Non-balance
Prob
I
ems
.
Simple conflict-balance problems (SCB) are two-
stack conflict situations in which the ratio of the weights
is Inversely proportional to the ratio of the distances and
thus balance (e.g. 0200/0300, 0200/6000); simple conflict
non-balance problems (SCNB) are two-stack conflicts that do
not balance (e.g. 0004/0020, 5000/0060).
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Table B8
Average Percentage of Errors on si mp,e Conflict Prob.em,
NON-SOLVERS
% ERRORS 1
V
ALL 57.0
SCBs 45.0
SCNBs 58.5
SOLVERS**
COND
I || | M |v% ERRORS
58 0 49 0 25 0
54 0 50 0 1 7 8
56 0 50 0 33 0
ALL 45 8 51 . 2 21
. 1 28 . 4
SCBs 25 8 37 4 27 5 27 8
SCNBs 59 8 59 2 6 8 27 8
** % errors pre-product moment rule Induction
Table B8 shows the mean percent of Incorrect predictions
of solvers and non-solvers for all of the simple conflicts
In general, and broken down Into SCBs and SCNBs. Note that,
for solvers, only those simple conflicts predicted pr lor to
stating the p-m rule for 2-stack problems were Included in
the ana lysis.
To clarify, the first 37 problems In Conditions I and
II, and the first 25 problems In Condition IV were 2-stacks
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CI-PI. weight and distance ana s|mD|e
remaining problems
, n each o f these
stack. Consequents, subJects could
_
and ^ ^
thep-m rul. ..rly
,„ the 2-stack port Ion of the sequence
However, a subject haq to a , so be able to app ly th9 p_ ru|e
to mult,
-stack s,tuat,ons
,„ order to be considered a
solver. Thus, a subject who Induced the rule early ,„ the
2-stack problems had to then routinely predict the remaining
2-stack problems until the mu I t I
-stacks came up In the
sequence. since Interest Is primarily ,„ reasoning leading
UP to rule induction, only problems predicted pre-rule
induction in either the two- or multl-stacks are Included In
the ana lysis.
In Condition III, where the two and mult.
-stack problems
are mixed, the percent of Incorrect predictions are based on
the number of total conflicts, SGBs and SGNBs a subject
predicted prior to Inducing the product-moment rule.
Errors: Al I two-stack conflicts and two-stack conflict
non-balance (SCNB). Table B8 shows that solvers and non-
solvers within each of Conditions I, II and IV (the
sequenced conditions) had about the same percentage of
errors on the simple conflicts taken as a whole, and on the
SCNBs alone. The overall fewer errors In Condition IV can
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*e attrlhutea to the frequent presentation of increment.,
sequences with repeating configurations such as:
0020/2000
0020/3000
0020/4000
0020/5000
0020/4000
Having found that the first 0020/4000 balanced, ,t was easy
for subjects topred.ct the next problem on thebas.sof
"There's an added weight on the right, so It has to t I p
right." It was also easy for subjects to predict the second
0020/4000 by reference to the first occurrence. In the other
conditions, there was not this repetition and close
proximity of Identical problems.
Condlt.on III (mixed) presents another picture. Here
non-solvers performed overal. on the slmp.e conflicts on a
par with non-solvers In the other conditions (49% of the
total simple conflicts wrong and 50% of the SCNBs wrong),
but the solvers In this condition performed much better than
either solvers or non-solvers In the other conditions, with
only 21.1% Incorrect predictions on the simple conflicts In
general, and only 6.8% Incorrect on the SCNBs.
This may simply be a reflection of the fact that the
two-stack (simple) conflicts In this condition were
Interspersed with the mu I t I
-stacks and solvers Just did not
encounter as many two-stacks prior to solving as solvers did
In the other conditions. This of course tells little about
how it was that Condition ,,, solvers managed ^^
"
n
the first place.
Cond.tlon
,,, wastheonlycondlt.cn
. n wh
, ch there was
a wlth.n-condlt.on significant difference between severs
and non-soivers
i
n per formance on the simple conflicts In
general (t(8) =3.203, p<. 0 1, 1 tailed) and theSCNBs.n
particular (t(8) = 4.7082, p< .001, 1 tailed). This Is, in
part, consistent with the author's speculation that the
mixed condition might keep subjects fro, becoming garden-
pathed into focusing on the set of simple rules of limited
generality that were frequently evoked by the concentrated
array of simpler problems presented first in Conditions I,
II and IV. The unanticipated finding here Is that the mixed
condition was helpful to solvers only, which suggests that
certain subjects were better able than others to take
advantage of being immediately confronted with the most
complex types of problems.
Errors: simple conflict-balance (SCB). What Is of
particular interest In Table 13 Is the consistent difference
between solvers and non-solvers in Conditions l-lll on the
SCBs (e. g .0200/0300, 0100/3000, 0020/4000). An analysis of
variance did not reveal a significant effect of solving on
SCB errors ( F ( 1 , 1 6 ) =3 . 09 , p<.098), but the trend evident in
the data of Table B8, taken in conjunction with the analyses
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Of V.rb.Mz,t,on, ,n the Verba, Protoco.s section, iends
credence to the argument that a subject-, reasoning on the
SCBs played an important roie In determining success In this
task
.
The h.gh.y significant (t(8).77.88, p<.001) reverse non-
so.ver/so.ver difference In performance on SCBs In Condition
-V, 17.8/27.8, ,s puzzling. The high t value can be
attributed to the small amount of variability m the group.
That non-solvers were correct more often than solvers on
these problems can possibly be explained by the fact that In
th.s condition, each SCB Is presented tw.ce, with only one
problem intervening. Non-solvers tend to r e
I y heav I I y on
references to previous problems and, in this condition, the
close proximity of the two presentations of the same SCB
configuration made It easy for them to make an accurate
prediction on the second occurrence of a problem by simply
remembering the outcome of Its first occurrence.
First simpl e conflict: Is performance on It a predictor?
The first simple conflict In l-lll was an SCB -- 0200/0300
appeared on problems 5, 5, and 3, respectively. In IV, the
first simple conflict was the SCNB 0002/0010, on problem #7;
the first SCB, 0003/0010, followed on problem #8.
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On the first conflict problem, severs an. non-so,vers
performed Id.ntlcally In |, ,, & lv (Tab|e M) |n
solvers made fewer prrore. *k~~e ors than non-solvers, but both groups
were S t
I
II only performing at or below ohanoe level.
Table B9
Percent (and Number) of Subjects Correct on FirstConf
l | ct Prob I em
COND PRQB #
S NS
"
SC 5 (0200/0300) 50% (2) 50% (3)
'
'
SC 5 (0200/0300) 80% (4) 80% (4)
'I' SC 3 (0200/0300) 33% (2) Q (0 )
I V
SC 7 (0002/0010) 40% (2) 40% (2)
SCB 8 (0003/0010) 40% (2) 100%~5)
If one compares performance on Just the first SCB In
each condition (the second conflict In Condition IV), the
perfect performance of non-solvers in Condition IV can most
Mkely be attributed to the small number of subjects and
random variability. The parallel difference across subjects
between Conditions I and I I is also difficult to explain, as
the only difference between the two conditions was that In
II the beam was visually cleared between problems, a
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CI fferenc. that was found to haye no
performance
.
Given these conflicting results. ,t does not seem
prudent to re,y on performance on the first conflict, the
first SCB, or. for that matter. any one problem as a
predictor of success.
These resu.ts suggest that even though solvers and non-
so.vers had similar Initial difficulty with simple conflict,
in general, solvers seem to benefit from the.r mistakes on
the simple conflicts that ba.anced (SCBs) and non-solvers
did not. That is, severs' fewer errors on the SCBs are an
indication that, as the session progressed, they were able
to predict correctly SCBs they had never seen before,
presumably by use of a ratio rule or, at the least, by a
growing sense of proportionality.
As will be shown later, non-solvers tended to memorize
specific conflict balance problems they encountered while
solvers focused on the numerical (multiplicative)
relationship between the weights and distances In balancing
conflicts. Solvers Indicated an early awareness of the
Inverse proportionality of these problems which not only
enabled them to generalize to new SCBs, but led them on SCBs
such as 0030/6000 to restate the proportionality as a
comparison of products for each side. For example, for
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0030/S000, severs Hrst exp.a.ned why It
rat.o
-
3:6::l: 2
-
Ju .t as they explained 0100/3000 as
1=3:: 1:3. However, for the former prob.em, they were
cued by the "doubied" numbers to represent the balance ,„
the form of equal Products of weight and distance for each
side. it is not at all clear how this second, and crucial,
transition takes place, but the ana.yses of verbal protocols
in the next section give some Insight into the patterns of
reasoning that characterize solvers and non-solvers and .end
strong support for delegating a key role to ratio reasoning
as a necessary precursor to product-moment rule Induction.
Reasoning. R ules and Transform Strategies
The quantitative analyses of performance (percent wrong)
on the different problem types and on success (percent of
subjects who solved) in the four sequencing conditions and
two manners of presentation provide little information about
why some subjects solve and some do not. Task conditions
(sequencing and manner of presentation) did not facilitate
rule induction and initial performance on the conflict
problems was not predictive of success. Coupled with
performance on the pretest and with the Impression of the
experimenter as subjects verbalized, the Indication is that,
as they began the task, solvers and non-solvers were equally
naive about the balance beam and about how to predict the
oonfMot situations. The on , y quantitative
ShMS ^ " 9ht ° n a ' ffe— >" —ess was the difference
in performance on the sl mp ,e
problems that oan be accurately predicted on the basis of
ratio reason I ng
.
Other studies (Siegler, 1976, Hardlman, 1983) have a I so
found that ratio reasoning p.ays a significant role in
inducing the product-moment rule for the beam. But what
types of proportional or ratio reasoning are used by
subjects and which, if any, lead to the product-moment rule
calculations cannot be determined by solely on the basis of
the error data. A more qualitative method of looking at the
way In which proportional reasoning weaves Itself into
different subjects' learning experiences is needed In order
to see the process whereby proportional reasoning becomes a
bridge to the product-moment rule. The verbal protocols of
subjects as they make and explain each prediction performs
this f unct I on
.
Also of interest are the other types of reasoning rules
and strategies subjects generate for making predictions and
the differences In patterns of rule use, proportional and
otherwise, between solvers and non-solvers. This
Information Is also well provided by the verbal protocols,
making It possible to compile an extensive list of rules and
strategies and to pattern their use.
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I" the f.r.tp.rt of this sect, on, a taxonomy of rules
and strategies used by subjects ,„.„,. study „ presente£j
in the second part, the patterns of reasoning ru.es and
strategies of so, vers are compared to the patterns of non-
solvers, and some conclusions drawn.
The taxonomy
A major goal of this study was not only to Identify the
reasoning, rules and strategies observed In the balanoe beam
task, but to classify them In such a way that they wou.d
provide a more genera. analysis of their use by subjects.
Each subject's session was coded In an attempt to Infer
which types of reasoning were being used, and their pattern
and frequency of use. ,t was hoped that by sparing
solvers' patterns to those of non-solvers, some Insight
would be gained into ru I e- I nduct I on reasoning processes.
This taxonomy classifies observed types of reasoning
Into three basic categories: 1) qualitative reasoning and
rules, 2) proportional reasoning and rules, and 3) combining
rules. A further distinction is made between rules and
transformational strategies.
The rules are a means for evaluating the relative
effects of the weights and/or the distances on the state of
the beam. Transform strategies, as used here, are
operations the subject performs on the given problem to
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transfer*, lt lnto an equa , (| „ ^^ ^ ^
total tor g ue on each „*., but now faml|
, ar
one for „h,ch the subject thinks he has a ru,e for
Predion. ,„ thl . study there ^
strategies observe.: cance I I I ng , combining stacks and
compensating changes.
Qua I I tat I ve Reason I nq
Qualitative Is used here to mean all reasoning about the
beam that does not involve calculation of ratios nor
combining of weight and distance values In an algebraic
computation of torque for each side of the beam.
A subject was considered to be using qualitative
reasoning whenever a prediction about the beam was based on
1) perceptual Judgment; 2) ordinal comparison of either the
weights or distances, but not a mathematical combining of
the two values; 3) ordinal comparison of weight relative to
distance; 4) a mixed comparison of ordinal values for one
variable (weight or distance) with values that are multiples
of the other; 5) comparison of relative numerical
differences In weights and distances; and 6) reference to
previous problems.
1. Perceptual Judgments
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Subjects who re,. ed on perceptual judgments
Predictions, t hey made statements such as
, t J ust looks
" k e it will tip ,eft.« and "A weight farther out weighs
more than when it's cioser to the center." and "Seems
all those weights on the right ought to offset how far out
the ones on the .eft are." Subjects in this mode of thought
might count thewe.ghts but not t he d I stances
. That is,
they m ,ght explicitly count the number of biocks on each
s.de in order to ver
. f y which Is greater, espec
. a .
.
y m the
more comp
. ex mu
. t .
-stack problems, but the greater distance
is determined visually - without number values.
At least two subjects In each condition never explicitly
counted distance. Instead, they made statements such as
"Blocks piled on each other are heavier than I f they are
spread out" and "The total weights are equal on each side
and there's somewhat the same distance...," indicating
throughout the run that distance was never encoded
numer I ca I I y
.
2. Weight or distance only Judgments
Subjects explicitly state they are using only one
variable -- weight or distance — for predictions; e.g. "I'm
only comparing the weights," or "Maybe only the distances
are Important . "
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Nearly every non-solver
a- one as a bas
,
s for preset, on at .east once, some tested
't as a ru.e at the beginning of the run and q ui Ck , y
abandoned it; five non-sol vers tested it
, a te in the run
(after prob, em
.50)
.
when they were confused and could not
think of any other ru.es to test
. A few brief. y tested a
d.stance-on.y ru.e. No so.vers ever gave ev
, denoe that they
were re.y.ng on on.y one variable to formu.ate a ru.e.
3. Ordinal comparison of weight relative to distance
"There's more weight on the right, but there's more
distance on the .eft... so It shou.d balance," or "There are
two more b.ocks on the r.ght but. don't think there are
enough to compensate for the extra unit away from the
fulcrum that the blocks on the other side are." The number
of blocks and distance units are counted, but only to
determine whether the sides have "more', "less" or the
"same" amounts of weights and distances.
This was the most common qualitative reasoning and was
used by fifteen non-solvers and three solvers.
4. Ordinal ( Incremental ) differences In distance compared to
rat I os of we I ghts
Subjects explicitly count both weights and distances,
but combine two different types of comparisons into one
8 6
ru,e: l„cr.m.nt. of dl.t.nc. are compared with mult.p,.. of
weight. For example. tor 00,0/2000, a subject would reason
that the beam should balance because there are two tlm.. as
many weights on the right and the distance on the left Is
one more unit from the center than that on the right. This
gives a correct prediction for a limited set of problems,
such as 0020/4000 and 0030/6000. but not for 0020/00,0.
0200/0400 or 0030/0060.
It Is certainly possible for subjects to devise a rule
using "triple" the weight or different Increments than one
in distance, but, of the seven subjects In this study who
used this type of reasoning, the predominant form observed
was of the "twice" and "one more" form.
5. Relative numerical differences In weights and distances
Subjects compare the difference in weights to the
opposite difference In distances and predict on the basis of
whichever Is bigger. For example, for 0400/0003, W1 - W2
(4-3) = D2 - D1 (4-3); the differences are the same,
therefore, predict balance, which Is correct. For
0050/0030, W1 - W2 (5-3) > D2 - D 1 (3-2); therefore, predict
tip left, which Is Incorrect.
Four non-solvers and six solvers used this means of
reasoning to make predictions. Eight subjects In Conditions
I and I I used this reasoning (and were wrong) on problem
#13, 0300/0400, after f I nH i *u
.
i ding that problem *12, 3000/0040,
balanced. it I <? no*- ~ . _s t clear on which problem the ninth
subject. ,n condition IV, developed this reasoning, but the
app
I
I cat I on was to 0200/0400 which he
the wrong reasoning, predicted wou I d 1
1 p r I ght . A similar
application was made by a solver In condition
,, to predict
the imbalance of a problem, other than these two subjects,
all other uses of this reasoning were for the prediction of
ba I ance
6. References to previous problems: valid and Invalid
A statement was considered to be a reference to a
previous problem If the subject explicitly stated that the
current problem had some relationship to a previous problem
and Its outcome or that they were using a previous problem
as a basis for making the current prediction. For example,
many subjects made statements such as "This Is like the one
two problems ago," or "This has one more weight than the one
before that balanced..." (Only observed types of references
are I i sted
.
)
Valid references include.-
Single transformation
A) same problem
B) critical difference from a known balance
state (e.g. 0030/5000 tips left because
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0030/6000 balances, 0011/4000 tips right
because previous problem, 0011/3000, balances
O critical difference from a specified
balance ratlc
-,, ke 2, except subject
explicitly refers to a previous problem as a
ratio that balances
Multiple transformations
D) when distances are equal, if equal weight
is added to each stack on each side, the
outcome is the same
E. Sum of two previously learned balanced
rat I os
Invalid references include:
Single transformation
F) problems differing by a single
transformation have the same outcome
G) any single change in weight or distance to
the lighter side of a tipped beam will make
the beam tip to that side
Multiple transformations
H) when either distance or weight is unequal,
if add or subtract equal weight or distance to
or from each stack, same outcome
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I) adding or subtracting a weight to a stack
on one side compensates moving the stack on
the other side one distance unit (e.g.
0020/4000 balances, therefore 0200/5000
ba I ances
)
Uncodable references
Subject refers to another problem but doesn't
say why, or It was not dear wh.ch problem he
was referring to.
Table B10 shows that the forty subjects made a total of
266 explicit references to previous prob.ems, averaging 6.65
references per subject. On the average, the early solvers
made 2.1 references each (8% of all early solvers-
responses), the late solvers made 10.8 references each
(17.9% of all late solvers' responses), and the non-solvers
made 8.35 each (12.8% of all non-solvers' responses). Of
all non-solvers' reference-based predictions, 12% were
valid, 33% were Invalid and 55% were uncodable. For solvers,
20% of their references were valid, 41% were invalid but
only 38% were uncodable.
These results Indicate that early solvers relied less
on references to previous problems as a prediction strategy
than late solvers and non-solvers.
Tab le B10
References to Previous Problems
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Note: See pg
.
19 for type def
NON
-SOLVERS
VAL I D
TYPE A B C D E
COND
I 0 4 0 1 0
I I 0 0 0 0 0
I I I 1 0 0 0 0
I V 7 5 2 0 J_
T 8 9 1 1 1
ons
INVALID
F G H j_ ?
1 9 8 1 48
1 1 7 5 0 29
0 1 0 0 5
0 12 2 0 12
2 37 15 1 92
SOLVERS (N=20)
I I
I I
IV
3
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 14 4 0 22
0 0 12 4 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 3
0 3 2 1 0 2
0 4 28 9 0 38
NON-SOLVERS
SOLVERS
TOTAL VALID
20
20
TOTAL INVALID
55
41
? %CORRECT
92
38
55%
42%
TOTAL REFERENCES = 266
* ? - Uncoded references
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This is ,n oontra.t with Hardlman^s (, 983 ) suggestion
that references to previous probie.s somehow ne
I ped subjects
to solve. The „„dl „ 8 here t „.t re|(anceon
references to previous problems Is associated with late and
non-so,vers suggests that these subjects use this strategy
to try to predict accurately each problem, rathe r than using
the references as a soump i~rurce of Information from which to
Induce a rule That iU'O. is, non-solvers seem to have a
different goa I than so. vers - that of Immediate correctness
for a given probiem
-for which reference to specific prior
instances Is a reasonable strategy, while
.ate solvers seem
to vacillate between immediate correctness and rule-finding.
Further evidence for this wl.l be shown I n the sect I on
analysizing subjects' verbal protocols.
The difference In uncodable references further suggests
that solvers tended to be more explicit about why they were
referring to a particular problem, a skill which may have
helped them In general to solve.
Jypes of references. Table B10 also shows that other
than references to Identical problems (A), the most common
type of valid reference was B, when subjects said that the
current problem differed by a one unit change In either
weight or distance from a previously learned balanced
configuration. The two most common Invalid types of
references were G, where subjects believe that any change to
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th. M«ht.r side of . tipped beamwl|| causethat si<jeto
tlP down or the beam to balance, and h. th.Bu.tipl.
lranS '°rMtl0n Whl ° h SU"J«=t» "ate that the outcome of
two problems shou.d be the same when equa , we|ght Qr
distance Is added or subtracted from both sides. tms was
true of both severs and non-solvers and
.. an Indication
that subjects' most common and deep-seated hypothesis about
the beam Is that we.ghts and distances have an additive
re I at I onsh
I
p
.
in Condition II,, there were only two references made to
previous problems. Clearly the mixed sequence here prov.ded
few memory a.ds to help subjects remember previous
configurations or transformational cues between prob.ems to
make the Information from previous problems seem helpful.
The larger number of A and B valid references In
Condition IV again reflects the repetition in this sequence
of the simple conflict-balance problems.
Proportional Reasoning
Proportional reasoning in this task Is In essence
reasoning about the problems that balance. For most
subjects, explaining why a particular two-stack con f I I ct-
balance configuration balances Is a far easier task than
explaining why an unbalanced one tipped one way Instead of
another. All subjects seemed to realize that a balanced
beam »mp,,a, a .numar.cal equality- of
tha rat.o of weights to the rat.o of distances, a subject
can predict whether or not any
baiances by determining whether or not the ratios are
•nverse.y eo.ua,. Th I s numer , ca I equa . I ty , .n a superficial
sanse, „ not dlff, CU «t to see
where the numbers are matched; i.e. x@y=y@x. Prob.ems
such as 0020/4000 require seeing the proportion as more than
a one-for-one matching of numbers, to understand something
about proportions or ratios In genera.. However
, wh I I
e
ratio reasoning can easily predict balance or Imbalance,
predicting the direction of imba.ance is more complicated.
What is interesting and varied are the ways subjects
build on or extend their first proportional observation.
For some It is like a template for compiling a list of
proportions that balance — whenever X @ Y equals Y @ x, say
balance. For others It is the first step In a series of
ratio rules that sometimes leads to the product-moment rule
and sometimes does not. For a few subjects, complex ratio
reasoning was developed that predicted accurately all
problems In the experiment.
1. Specific two-stack balance problems are memorized but
the Inverse proportionality of the ratios Is not
exp I I c 1 1
I y stated
.
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Many non-so, vers began to
stack problems that balanced (scBs, an. indicated they
thought "... It has somethlng tQ do w|th
but few could expnct.y state the „ay ,„ whlchthe
weights and distances were proport lona I . Solvers, pn
the other hand, tended to generalize about the SCBs they
had observed, to look for a rule to explain why they an
ba I anced
.
2. X @ Y = Y @ X.
Any problem of this npnprAi tIS ge e al form is predicted to
ba I ance
Six solvers and one non-solver explicitly stated
this as a rule, other subjects also appeared to be
reasoning from this limited ratio rule but it was often
not clear from what people said whether they were merely
listing previously learned examples or had abstracted a
general rule.
3
.
Twice the.
.
.
Over half of the solvers and one of the non-solvers
described or explained problems such as 0010/2000,
0030/6000 or 0020/4000 by stating that the weights
and/or distances on one side were "twice" or "double"
those on the other side. The one non-solver restricted
this type of reasoning to problems with multiples of
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two. whH. severs were more ,, kely to extend |t tQ
problem, lnvo lvlng other multlpl... suoh as 0200/eooo.
1000/4000 and 0100/3000.
4
.
W1 :W2 : :D2 :D1
Subjects predict balance for any problem
,n which
the ratio of weights Is Inversely proportional to
the ratio of distances and state "the ratios are
equa I .
"
None of the non-solvers stated this rule; five solvers
stated it, but, for the most part, they Jumped so quick.
y
from explicit statements of the types 2 and 3, above, to
product-moment ru.e ca.cu.at.ons that, while performance on
SCBs indicated that they were consistently using this ru.e,
explicit statements of it were rare.
5. Critical difference from conflict-balance
Subjects compare a current problem to a known two-stack
conflict-balance to determine the direction of
Imbalance. For example, given 0500/0003, the subject
states that If the weights and distances were
proportional, if I t were 0400/0003, it would balance,
and reasons correctly that one more block on the left
will make It tip left. Many subjects used this means to
make a prediction. It Is difficult to d I f f erent I ate
between when this reasoning was based on general ratio
knowledge and when it re I I
prior learned SCBs
.
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reference to specific
Combining Rules
Aoomb.n.ng rule Is any rule lnwhlch
f° r We ' 9ht ^ d ' Stance •r.thm.t.e.l.y
ccmpute "force" values for each side of th. ha e beam. Thirteen
subjects (32.5* of a., subjects), six non-solvers and seven
solvers, explicitly hypothesized and tested one or more
addition or subtraction rules
prevalent of which are listed here.
Addition Rules
. The predominant combining rules
hypothesized by both solvers and non-solvers were some form
of addition of weights and distances
. Al , thirteen
subjects using a combining rule, other than the product-
moment rule, tested at least one form of addition rule. m
most cases, subjects assigned a value to the we.ght(s) and
to the dlstance(s) on one side of the beam, added them and
compared the total to the summed welght(s) and dlstance(s)
on the other side. There were two subjects who tested a
more complicated form of addition rule which Involved adding
the absolute value of differences In weight to one side.
This Is explained more fully below.
1
.
W1 + D1 vs W2 + D2
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A-
1 distance unit = 1 weight
This was the most co.cn addition
used by nve severs and two non-soivers. s UbJ ects Indicated
by g.v.ng
.
q, stance unit the same 'worth, as a weight unit
Although subjects did not explicitly state the connection,
It
-s easy to see that this type of reasoning might stem
from the earner,
.ore qualitative awareness that 'a weight
farther out Is worth more than when ,t
, s closer to the
center.' That Is, for each distance unit out from the
center the weight
,., It increases, by some factor, m
'worth'. a logica. and simple first hypothesis Is that the
factor is one; for each distance unit out the weight is from
the center, increase the total weight on that side by one.
Thus, for each side of the beam, subjects count the
weights in a stack and the number of lines the stack is from
the center, add the two values, and compare the totals for
each side. The side with the greater sum is the side that
will tip down. If the sums are equal
, the beam will balance.
For example, the left side of 0030/0020 would have three
weight units and two distance units — 3 + 2 = 5, and the
right would have two weight units and three distance unlts-
-
2+3
= 5 - Since the two sums are equal, the subject
predicts, correctly, that the beam will balance. For a
multi-stack problem such as 5000/0023, the left side would
be 5 + 4 = 9. and the right side would be (2+3) + (3+4) .
, 2
the paction
. tlp rl8ht . wou|d a|so recelvepos(t|ve
feedback
.
This form of addition ru ,e , s understandably confusing
to subjects.
,t gives a correot prediction for an y simple
conflict-balance situations of the x® Y/ y s xform, for
some mu.t,
-stack situations such as the one above, and for
many simple non-ba I anc I ng com, lets, such as
0005/0002. where the difference In weights egua
, s the
difference In distances. In fact, In Conditions l-iv,
respectively, the percentage of SCBs that this addition rule
will correctly predict were 70%. 70%. 70%, and 75%; for
SCNBs. 29.4%. 29. 4%, 33.3%. and 62.5%; and for the multi-
stacks. 23 . 3%, 23.3%, 34 .3%, and 38.,%. Including the
simple weight and distance problems, nearly half (47.2
average across conditions) of all problems can be correctly
predicted using this rule. Because there are so many
instances where It gives a correct prediction, it Is often
disconcerting when subjects finally encounter a problem that
dlsconflrms the rule, causing some of them to ask If there
are any "tricks" or to decide that It is one of a set of
rules for the system, saying, for Instance, "My rule works,
but only part of the time."
SUbj6CtS «'"*„,..«.t,onru,M.„ to do ,s tot-c-f-.y Into account ls the « of welghts ^
center. |f, for example, there are thr-
.
n ee weights on the
fourth mark out, subjects do not reali^ * h *01 al ze t at each weight
has four times the "force" (| S 'worth- *Us four times as much)
that it had on the Mrst mar k
, and that the tota, worth of
the stack
, s the sum tota, of each weight's 'worth' at a
Part.cu.ar number of units from the center -
, n thls case
,
4 + 4+ 4= 12< ™ S
'
° f ^rse, is t he mu 1 1 i p | | cat i ve
function of the product-moment ruie - to account for the
^.stance of each weight ,„ the stack ffom thecenter>
instead of treating the stack as a whole.
There were other versions of this ruie tested by
subjects, a,l based on a distance unit being 'worth' one
weight. Three subjects counted only the spaces between the
stack of weights and the center (e.g. for 3000/0040, three
distance units were added to the three weights on the left,
and two distance unit were added to the four weights on the
right, so that 3 + 3 = 2 + 4), or between two stacks on the
same side (e.g. for 0202/6000, on the left there is one
mark, but two spaces between the two stacks; the subject
added 2+2 weights plus 2 for the spaces, for a total of 6
for the side.) Subjects were not always consistent in
applying the rule. For 1100/2200, one subject computed the
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left,,.. „ 1+1 forthe welghtsp|us 2forthed(stance
fr« center „ marks lnstead Qf , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
however, on the right
.,„.. he added2+2 ^ ^
PIU.
1 for tne space between them
, for . tota, of 5 - and
predicted It would tip rlgnt.
B. 1 distance unit = 3 weight units
One subject. after finding that 0030/6000 balanced
hypothesized that each space between the weight and the
fu,crum was worth 3 weights - 3 weights p,us 3 < for the one
distance mark between) = 6 on the left.
C. 1 weight = 3, 1 distance unit = 1 .
1 weight = 4, 1 distance unit = 1
The same subject as I n B above also tested combining
rules In which the number of weights was multiplied by 3 and
the product added to the number of marks between the stack
and the fulcrum. When this was d I scon f I rmed
, he tried
multiplying the weights by 4.
D. Add [X(the absolute value of D1 - D2)] to the number
of weights on one side.
Two subjects used a form of this reasoning to compute
torque. In one version, the absolute difference between the
distances was added to the side with the smaller total
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weight (e.g., for 0200/S000
, the a|fference
, nd|stances
two, ,s added to the two weights on the ,.„. for
. tota| „ f
'ourandatlp r
I
ght pred I ct I on ; ,n another. the absolute
difference was multiplied by two an, added to the side with
the lesser distance (..,.. for 03CO/0500, the Clarence In
distances, one, Is multiplied by two and added to the five,
so that the computation for the right side was [(3-2) x 2] I
5 - 7. This was then compared to the given total weight on
the left).
Subtract .on ru.es W h . I e many subjects used
subtraction to determine ordinal I ty of distances on opposite
sides or as a transform operator (see Transform sect I on
below), the explicit use of subtraction in a combining rule
to compute the "force" for each side was rare.
In the one case that could be clearly documented, the
number of distance marks between the weight and the fulcrum
was subtracted from the number of weights on the same side.
Thus, for 0300/0500, the "between distance" on the left,
two, was subtracted from the three weights on the left (3-
2=1), and compared to 5-1=4 on the right, computed in the
same way
.
Multiplication and division rules. There were no
explicitly stated division or multiplication rules except
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the product-moment rule, although
. f.w subJects
, when they
were looking at
. prob,em such as 0200/6000. mentioned that
they "wondered If
, t had something to do with division."
Transform Strategies
The term "transform strategies" will be used to refer to
transformational rules used to simplify a
configuration or to rearrange the configuration In a rule-
governed manner
.
That Is, weight changes are compensated
with distance changes such that the or I g I na I total "force"
or the effect of the "forces" on each side Is preserved,
while the problem Is made to look like a problem for wh.ch
the subject thinks he knows the outcome. The three observed
transform strategies In th.s study were cancelling,
combining stacks and compensating changes.
Cancel I Ing
.
The cancelling strategy Is a means for
simplifying a complex problem by cancelling "equalities" and
basing predictions on what Is left. For example, given the
problem 0400/0031
,
by "cancelling" three weights at the
third space on each side, the problem Is reduced to
0100/0001 - a simple distance problem; given 5200/0310, by
"cancelling" a previously learned equality — In this case,
the equality Is the ratio of2@3=3@2—
, the problem
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Is reduced to 5000/nnm .00/0010. again a simple weight ana distance
p rob I em
.
Ell.ln.tlng eoualltles In order to s,mpnfy a complex
0rOb ' em
°*
°°UrSe
' "« «"'««- to tne balance beam task
It ,s an often taugnt. we I I -
, ear ned
,
h , ghly n9lpfu
, stpategy
for doing many Kinds of ma th. In particular solving of
eouatlons.
,t not surprising, therefore, that this
strategy Is applied to the Peam by so many subjects. In the
sense that whenever the beam Is ,n balance, the point of
fiance, the fulcrum,
,s analogous to an eoua I sign and
whatever Is done to one side, can and must be done to the
other to preserve the state of balance.
Sixty-five percent (13) of non-solvers and 55% (11) of
solvers used th,s strategy, of the 24 subjects using this
means to simplify, 20 used It under six times, 2 used It
over ten times, and the two subjects who devised atyp.cal
ratio rule solutions to the task used this strategy
extensively. For lack of a general rule and In the face of
the complexity of the mu I t I
-stacks
, this Is a good strategy
for making Individual predictions. However, the goal was to
find a general rule. The fact that solvers and non-solvers
alike used this strategy suggests there might be something
about how each regarded the simplified result of cancelling
that helped one and not the other to succeed.
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Combining stacks and compensating changes
In order to combine stacks of weights on one side (e g
to transform 0101/0400 Into 0020/0400), subjects had to
revise a rule to compensate changes In distance with changes
in weight. The ru.es varied
,„ complex,
t
y but were
generally of the fo,, owing f0rm: for each distance unit a
block ,s moved away from the fulcrum, decrease that Mock's
weight by X, and for each unit a ,block Is moved closer to
the fulcrum, Increase t-ha^ .hat block's weight by x. Four
solvers and four non-solvers used this strategy.
A few solvers and non-solvers had a second use for
making compensating changes. They applied ru.es of
weight/distance compensations to both two- and mu I t i
-stack
prob.ems (e.g. 0200/5000 and 03 1 0/6000) w I th the goa . of
having all weights be on the first distance unit on one or
both sides of the fulcrum. For example, to transform 0200/,
a subject might decide that for each unit the two blocks are
moved toward the center, the weight should be doubled-
0200/ = 0040/ = 0008/; or, as in the add rules, each
distance unit is worth one weight and 0200/ = 0030/ = 0004/.
In the case of the mu I t i
-stacks
, 0310/, for example, with a
1 block = 1 distance unit rule, would be transformed: 0310/
= 0302/ = 0007/.
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Patterns of Use: The v.rha i Protnrol .
A major goa , of thls researoh was to ^
differences ,n reasoning of solvers and non-soivers. The
verba, protoco,
s of subjects making and explaining their
predictions for tbebaiance beam problems
for documenting the diversity of reasoning rules listed In
the previous section. They wl I I also be the source for
illustrating the patterns of rule use for subjects as they
progressed through the different sequences of problems.
The protocols were coded as Indicated below. Table B11
shows the coded protocols of non-solvers and Table 812 shows
those of solvers. These coded protoco Is will be used to
highlight commonalties and differences within and between
the two groups.
Note: A subject was considered a solver when he or she
stated the product-moment rule and correctly applied it to
three successive multi-stack problems.
Th I s
protoco
I
so I vers
,
section is organized into the following
coding, 2) sequencing considerations,
4) solvers, and 5) atypical solvers.
parts : 1
)
3) non-
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Tab I e B1
1
Non-solvers: Coded Verbal Protocols
QUALITATIVE NON-SOLVERS
PR0B.# 5 20
I. II
17
43
11
95
IX
160 D
175 (rf)
178 (rf)
III
36 Q
63 Q C
50
(j
—
)
rf (rf) Q ( rf ) Q ( rf) Q
q j rJ
rf) (rf)
35
f-multi-stack >
rf ( q ) rf ( Q___
^f) (rf) (rf) (
_q.
< Q -
( Q
_..
65
)
) rf
)
)
rf rf
[rf) (rf)
multi-stack
—
>
rf rf C r C (--
CS C C CS rf rf
(rf) (C) ( _..
Q ) c (™-Q )
rf Q C rf (— Q )
•Q ) c
87 r (
C Q C (—Q ) D ( Q ) C (.„ q __
0 c f Q ) rf (— q ) c C./CS rf CS C rf
)) C r ( q
RATIO NON-SOLVERS
I
77T— _ ^ rmulti-stack >
^1 D r rf r C r rf r (rf) (r) (rf) (- Q — ) CS rf (- Q -) rf r
IV
22
r multi-stack ^
D r rf r rf (- r -)
I
r C CS rf (
III
~55 Q D rf Q (r) rf r C C (•
Q )
) (r) C c/r a (C/r) C r (C)
RULE FINDING NON-SOLVERS
ITU
.
29 D Q +! rf t rf t +! +! +!
101 D( + ) x/+ rf - ! +! +! rf (--
1^3 D (rf) - — rf (--)! X rf X rf
162 rf(*) ! D x/- (x/-)! rf (x/-)«
^ D + rf rf (+)! (+)! rf Q +! rf
130 D rf • (•)! Q *! rf (+)
t— multi-stack >
(++)! ++! (C) rf CS (+•)! rf (*+)!
Q ) + ! — (+++)
( q )rf Q rf +! rf
(C) + C rf (C) rf (+)! C rf +! rf +!
+! +! rf rf C (rf) rf rf ++ rf
*!(*)! rf C rf rf (+)! rf rf
IV
T5 D (rf) (rf)
rmulti-stack >
(rf) C/r CS + C/r rf +1 CS C +! +! C +! C ( + )! CS
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Tab I e B1
2
Solvers: Coded Verbal Protocols
EARLY SOLVERS
PR0B.# 5 20V1 •35 50
26
31
39
42
152
IX
13
28
50
III
25
64
134
158
D rf (*)! pm
D rf (*) ! rf T PM
D (+)! (T) rf (R) PM-
D T pk.
D + rf (*) ! (t)
rf D *! + ( T ) rf
rmulti-
PM
65
D (rf) T
D r rf
D (t)
D C
D r r
D r T PM
D r X
(R)
PM
—
(T)
PM-
PM-
stack-
•PM
•PM
•PM
•PM
PM
rmul ti- stack-
PM
(R)
--PM
c c cs
PM
X PM
PM
PM
D
rf-
()•
Q
r
R
t •
I •
X •
.
c .
cs-
Pk.
KEY
distance encoded
ref. to prev. prob.
retest of disconfirmed
rule
repeat use
quali guess, perceptual,
ordinal reasoning
specific ratios recalled
ratio rule
W
L - WR
twice W/ordinal D
twice W/twice D
"multiples" "times"
-i x combining rules
cancel strategy
combine stacks strategy
P-M rule stated
LATE SOLVERS
L 11
30 D r (rf) r (rf)+/- (rf)
98 (rf) D (rf) (+) ( rf)
91 rf D * r (rf) T (R)
i-multi- stack—
>
r (rf) (rf) (+/-)! rf - (+) r PM
++ (rf) (rf) PM
(C/R) PM
IX r-multi- stack
—
>
37 D (rf) r (rf) r CS C CS rf
III
100 D r X r rf r r
C r (C) r (C) PM
PM
ATYPICAL SOLVERS
III
27 rf D (r) { R ) (R/move transforms-
IV
32 (rf) D (rf) (rf)
pmulti-stack ^
I
C CS (C/r) (C/r) (C/R) rf (move trans/r
Table B12 cont
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EARLY
LATE
OR AFTEr^AININrfpRnMr
1 "0 ?RAINING (UNPROMPTED)TER TRA I NG ( PROMPT
»
"HOW DID YOU DISCOVER THE RULE?" )
SUBJ. j
4
26
31
39
42
152
13
28
50
25
64
34
158
30
98
91
37
100
.
_ .
COMMENT
(after) "Hunch."
(after) "I just multiplied on (0040/0003 "
no reason ' J
(prob. #32) "I'll try multiplying."
after) "I began combining numbers."(prob. #33) -All I can figure out is to multiply
i w
Weif^ times dis *ance and compare sides."Iprob. #26) "Maybe if you multiply. "
no reason
(prob. #32) "You times the number of blocks andthe number of distance units."
prob. #26) "I j Uat started being arithmetical."(prob. #26) When rule disconfirmed i "Oh"
multiply.
"
(prob. #11) "Maybe. .. .multiply"
no reason
(after) "I was stuck in a rut with '+' and
Don't know why it took so long to multiply."(after) "It (the PM rule) just came into my head."
Had complex working ratio rule t PM on prompt from E.
after) "I was stuck trying to get them right."(prob. #54) E prompti "Rule?"
(after) "When you asked if I had a rule, I began to
look for a math rule."
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coding of the verba, p rotoco ls ,„ Tahl^ ...^
The verba, protocols were taken from ^ ^
recordings made of each subject's e*n-rim.„* ,J i xpe ental session. The
tapes were coded for
:
a) numerical encoding of distanceb) combining rules
c) explicit use of specific ratiosd explicit use of a general ratio rulee) accurate multiplicative statements ("twice the welahtvs. twice the distance" or »i+ * a « l n ig
equals 6") ° r lt: balances because 2x3
f)
w2?
C
KS?
rate multlpl 'eat lv« statements ("twice theeight vs. one more distance unit")
g) transform strategies
h) references to previous problems
I) retests of dlsconflrmed rules.
Also shown ,n Table B12 are So, vers' comments, either dur.ng
or after their run, about why they finally multiplied weight
and d I stance
.
A code In parentheses Indicates repeated use of a rule
or strategy at that point In the session.
Sequencing considerations. Because the sequences In
Conditions I and II are Identical, these will be considered
in the Tables as a single group for this analysis.
Conditions III and IV will be considered separately In order
to determine If and how sequencing effects patterns of
reason I ng
.
1 10
Non-So I vers
Table B11 shows the coded patterns of the twenty non-
.O-V.r.. Non-solvers divided lnt0 three groups .
DQu.llft.VM, those who predicted predominantly ohthe
basis of qualitative judgments forrtm-ia " ( dinal comparisons; see
Rules section, pa 131 ,> 1eg. 13), 2> Ratios: those who rei led on
qualitative rules but a I so recogn I zed spec I , I o rat I os and
used transform strategies, and 3, Ru I e- f , nder s : those who
hypothesized numerical combining rules, but also re, led
heavily on Instance-based reasoning and transform
st rateg I es
.
Qualitative Non-so.v.r, There were ten subJects whQ
reasoned mostly on the basis of qualitative rules. They
never explicitly counted distance, but predicted by
guessing, mak I ng ordinal (more, less, same) compar
, sons of
weights and distances (e.g. "There's more weight on the
"eft, but It's (the weight on the right) farther out on the
right," or by perceptual assessment (e.g. "it just looks
like the weights would offset the distance). Some subjects
In this group also relied on references to previous problems
or attempted to transform the problems Into more familiar
conf
I
gurat I ons
.
As a group, they were plainly bewildered by the task and
their statements during the session Indicate that they had
"° how t0 Droceea nor that
.n.truofd to MM involved both we|ght ^
numbers. One subject, for exa^,., sa ,d, on.-th,rd of the
way through the session:
...no definite rule i+
closer to the center on ' ?
SmS
" ke if they're
they can be farmer ou? from li**'
° n the
°ther s,de
able to balance 1 1 / th& Center and st
1
" be
are
. I f there a a i«Z
depend,n 9 on how many there
"ttle bit ur?her ou? on 'V** m ' dd ' e ' maybe abalance it off. ° tne other side m I ght
Ratio Non-solvers. There were three non-solvers who
seemed to be particularly focused on the SCBs. They
memorized specific two-stack ratios and used transform
strategies to change multi-stacks into known SCBs. AM
three counted distance early ,„ the sesslon> but none
attempted to combine weight and distance numbers Into an
algebraic rule.
Rule Finding Non-solvers.
Rules
- Seven non-solvers, all in Conditions I, I I , and
IV, hypothesized and tested one or more numerical combining
rules for prediction. All encoded distance numerically
early In the session. Four tested two or more rules in
which they either tried different ways to apply a single
math operation (e.g. two ways to add weights and distances)
or they varied the operator (addition, subtraction,
mu.t.pMc.t.on or
. combination of two,. Three tested ^ y
an add i t 1 on rule.
R6ferenCeS
-
DeSplte the " ru, .-,,„«,,„„ or. .nut. on
these subjects also relled heav,, y on references to previous
problems and.
.„ th. mu I t ,
-stacks
, transform strateg.es.
Retests and rat.os
. 0 f particular interest I. the
repeated retestlng of a
absence of ratio reasoning for either specific ratios or In
the form of a rule.
^-l^L^0es7 Not shown in the table are the comments
of at least four of the eight combiners In which they
indicated their be. lef that there was a set of rules for the
ba.ance beam, saying, for example, "My rule works, but only
some of the time." Th.s bel.ef would exp.aln the repeated
retests of d.sconf.rmed rules. Subjects who believed there
were different rules for different types or classes of
problems were possibly retestlng rules In order to determine
Just which types of problems they could be applied to.
In sum, subjects who were rule-finders but did not solve
appear to have been unsuccessful because a) they vacillated
between a rule-finding approach and instance-based
strategies, b) they had poor hypothes I ze-and-test skills, c)
they did not discover the ratio rule or see the SCBs In
1 13
multlpl icatlve terms, and/or d) thev h.i.
'
y bel leved that there
were multiple rules for the system.
So I vers
Eighteen of the forty subjects were sobers. The
so, vers, however, were not
. uniform group. As can be seen
in Table they divided cle.rly
, nt0 two groups
;
ear|y
solvers and late solvers. There were ck,,.me thirteen early and
five late solvers. In the sequenced conditions (I, ,,, and
IV).
.11 of the early solvers stated and correctly applied
the most genera, form of the product-moment rule before the
sixth multi-stack problem. mthe n.x.d condition ( Ml )
.
they solved by problem thirty-three.
Late solvers In I. ,,, ana ,v solved after problem
fifty, and, In III, the one late solver solved on the sixty-
third problem.
Early Solvers. As can be seen In Table B12, early
solvers' patterns were quite similar. They a I I encoded
distance numerically early in the session, made few
references to previous problems, seldom used transform
strategies, and did not test many combining rules. Seven
out of the nine early solvers In the sequenced conditions
stated and used the product-moment rule before the end of
the two-stack portion of the sequence, and then proceeded to
1 14
aPPiy It accur ately and w I thout hes i tat
, on to the mu , t ,
-
stacks when they appeared.
The most interesting findings were related to „ ratio
reasoning. 2) rule-test, ng .„,,.. and 3, subjects comments.
Ratio reason I nq^ , n Tables B11 and B12
, a -T-. "X", or
"R" indicates that on a SCB problem, a subject stated either
that there was "twice ( or double or half, the weight on one
side and twice the distance on the other" (T), or that e.g.
"two times three equals slx»(X), or some form of correct
ratio rule, e.g. "the ratio of weights Is proportional to
the ratio of distances" (R).
Eleven early solvers used multiplicative terms (T or X)
or the ratio rule (R) to explain SCBs SUC h as 0020/4000 and
0030/6000, prior to stating the product-moment rule. The
other two solved so early in the session that i t was
impossible to determine their prior reasoning.
Within the sequenced conditions, the SCBs and SCNBs were
mixed with simple weight and distance problems in the
beginning two-stack series. When a SCB appeared In the
sequence, early solvers refined or used ratio reasoning and
as a group averaged seventy-five percent correct of those
predicted prior to stating the product-moment rule. However,
application was limited to SCBs. When a SCNB appeared,
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these solvers were Initially Just as Incorrect anni d perplexed
as non-solvers.
—
test lng
-
m the table a n*
.
ui
'
3 ! Indicates that a
subject has retested a rule that h a<si s previously been
d.sconfTmed. severs as a whole se,dom retested a ru,e for
which they had received negative feedback. ,„ no case d|d
they retest more than once.
Subject comments Subjects were asked at the end of the
session why they thought the rule they had induced worked.
No subject could give an explanation other than that "the
numbers worked" or similar calculation descriptions. The
comments In Table B12 show that when subjects first thought
to multiply, they were unaware of where the.dea had come
from. For most subjects, it appears to be a sudden insight,
not tied to their Immediately preceding train of thought.
What the table cannot show, but is highly evident In the
protocols, is the transition from confusion and bafflement
to the "of course!" reaction subjects have once they have
thought of multiplying. Even before they have tested It,
they "know", with no uncertainty, that they have found the
rule, and, with equal confidence, how to apply it to mu 1 1 I
-
stack problems. They are also greatly surprised that they
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did not think of it before. Now that th^v kn n ey have thought of
it, it Is patently obvious.
sequenced vs. m
.
x
ea d , f
f
erences ~, r ly solvers
. The
most salient d I f ference between the four
thS ""^ Mndltion and those In the sequenced ones Is the
nearly total absence of hypothesized coining rules In the
mixed condition.
Otherwise, they looked Just
, , ke the other early
so .vers: they encoded distance early
; they were, on the
average, correct on the SCBs almost as often as the solvers
in the other conditions (70% correct vs. 76%); and they each
gave multiplicative or ratio explanations of the SCBs.
Interestingly, despite the complexity of the mixed sequence,
the earliest solver was in this condition.
Clearly, there were subjects for whom the mixed sequence
was no more difficult than the sequenced ones were for their
so I vers
.
_ln_sum, early solvers as a group were subjects who used
multiplication or ratios to explain the SCBs and from there
Jumped to correct product-moment calculations for all
problems. The fact that they made few references to
previous problems and hypothesized only combining rules can
be taken as evidence that these subject consistently focused
on looking for one general rule, not multiple rules for
1 1 7
mump 1 ec, t.9or,e,o f probl8ffls
. These subJects werea|so
more . f „o,.„. aerators an. testers „ f posslble
ru,es than non-sc,vers qulckly abandon|ng ^ ^
d ! sconf i rmed
.
While It seems iogical that a subject s,ou,d prefer to
try to explain the equal "force**" ™4 ces on each side of a SCB
configuration rather than dea , with the mC re
.nequa.lty of the SCNBs, ,t
, s not at aM dear how a
subject, having explained the SGBs in multiplicative or
ratio terms, made the genera.. zing ieap to prediction of all
Prob.emsvia the product-moment rule. One possibi
, ity
, s
that simp.
y having mu 1 1 I p , , cat i on in current memory makes it
more aval lab.
e to be one of the hypothesized rules to test
on the more complex problems. However, this does not
explain the leap to the product-moment ru I e ca
. cu
. at I ons
that occurred for some subjects solely from ratio reasoning.
Late Solvers. The five late solvers look at first
glance very much like non-solvers. in addition to
hypothesizing combining rules of limited generality, they
relied extensively on non-analytic, instance-based
reasoning, l.e they made numerous references to previous
problems in order to make current predictions, memorized
specific ratios without generating a ratio rule, and used
transform strategies.
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However, those that hypothes|2ed
ru.es, did ^ often retest ^ ^^^^ ^
'°0ked
" ^ °
ne
' — severe eventual success
seems to have an explanation. Subject ,30 was "stuck
, „ a
rut add,
ng and subt ract , ng
,
" and then sudden. y thought to
try multiply, ng : #9 1 explained a SCB us . ng
terms and a
.
so stated the rat
. o ru
. e ; and
SO,V6d Sh° rt,y after rea.lz.ng,
.ate In the session, that
they shou.d be looking for a mathru.e. The key to .SB's
eventual success was indeterminate.
One important factor was that all of the late solvers at
some point explicitly stated that they were .ook.ng for a
general combining rule, even though they were using non-rule
oriented strategies to make predictions. They made
statements such as "I'm trying to find a way to relate the
weights and distances," "I'm trying to find a number thing,"
or "Going to try and form a mathematical equation." They
seemed to understand the task, as evidenced by the numerical
combining rules they hypothesized and tested, but to fall
back on Instance-based, get-th I s-one-r
I
ght strategies
whenever their hypothesized rules were d i scon f I rmed
.
Sequenced vs. mixed differences: Late solvers
. There
was only one late solver In the mixed condition, one In
Condition IV, and three In I and II combined — too few to
draw any substantial conclusions.
, t does a.nz a ppear, however
that
'
n
" and lv
. subjects triPHo ed more different
approaches than subjects In in.
Atypical Solvers
There were two subjects „ho .. solved „ ,„ ^^ ^
they devised a ratlo-based means fQf
correct pactions, but
rUlS
- ^ SUbJeCt ' «27 ' «PP"- the ratio rule
compare* the ratio of weight and distance on one side to the
inverse ratio on the other, on an confMcte. s lngl eand
mu,t,
-stack, using appropriate transform strategies f.rst to
s.mpMfy the ccnflourat.cn. The other subject, #82
.
deve,oped a complicated system In which he moved all of the
weights on one side to the first distance line,
systematically increasing their weight
In, and then comparing the simplified configuration to a
specific, previously learned SCB
.
In both cases, although their verbalizations of how they
were applying ratio reasoning to a multi-stack problem were
difficult to follow and much of what they were doing was not
explicated, they proceeded systematically and conf I dent I
y
with their Individual methods and were able to predict all
problems. However, It seems doubtful that they would be
able to predict as well If the problems were greatly
120
increased in complexity In whi^h, i c case the product
-moment
rule would be far simpler to apply.
CHAPTER VI I
GENERAL DISCUSSION
lask Cues vs. General Prob lm solving SkMjs
The basic purpose of this research was to Investigate
the types of reasoning people use In trying to Induce the
rule for the ba.ance beam and to determine key factors of
success
.
The majcr f.nd.ngs of this research were 1) adult
subjects reason from a very diverse set of qual Itative and
quantitative rules, 2) sequencing and manner of presentation
did not seem to have an effect on success, 3) ratio
reasoning on simple conflict-balance problems appears to
Play a key role In cuing subjects to the multiplicative
nature of the product-moment rule, and 4) that solvers and
non-solvers show marked differences In general problem
so I v I ng sk i I I s .
The proposed models of learners in this task assumed
that the adult participants, given that they were college
students, had the basic math knowledge necessary to
understand the product-moment rule calculations; i.e. it was
assumed that they 1) knew how to give numerical values to
variables (weight and distance), 2) had had some experience
with combining variable values In an arithmetic rule (e.g.
121
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length x width
= area), and 3 ) knew the h .K basic math
operations for coining (add
. subtract> ^
"v,de>. The underlying duest IO n for
"heth6r 6,ementS and structure of the balance beam task
Itself ere the key factors
,n triggering the app,, ca t,on of
this assumed existing knowledge, or are there extern.
,
feotors underlying the d lfferenoes between solvers and non-
so I vers?
While the findings from a study suoh a s the current one
can provide on I y a desor I pt Ion of behav I or and verba I I zed
reasoning, the description that has resulted strongly
supports the view that differences In success In this task
reflect differences In previously learned general problem
so I v I ng sk I I I s
.
One way to characterize these differences Is in terms of
the extent to which subjects took an analytic approach to
the task. Solvers were those subjects who took a
predominantly analytic, rule-finding approach to the task;
non-solvers were those who tended to rely more on non-
analytic, Instance-based reasoning and strategies for making
predictions. Solvers stayed focused on the task of
abstracting one general rule for prediction, while non-
solvers were more intent on gett I ng-th I s-one-r
I
ght and
tended to reason by analogy to specific, previously learned
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Problems, or to vac, Mat. ,„.,H clently between ana|ytic ^
non-analytic approaches..
Brooks <1978
, has made thl , dl8tlnctlon betweenru|e _
base, and I nstance-based reason,
n
g ,„ relatlon to CQncept
formation. ,„ thls framework> ^
^
based ana,yt,c approach and an
, nstance-based non-ana, yt,c
approach depends on a person's percept,on of the complexity
of the task materials. in the farP of <™in t ce too much complexity,
Peop,e default, often prudent, y, to a non-ana, yt,c approach
as a means to reduce the complexity. That Is, they deve,op
mu.tlp!. pases of categorization,
,earn the lndlv,dua,
, terns
that go into each category, and then reason about new
exemplars by analogy to category instances. Given the
complexity of the balance beam task, this seems a reasonable
framework, on two levels, for Interpreting the results of
this study
.
On the first level, the ana I y 1 1 c-non-ana
I
yt i
c
distinction applies to the way In which subjects categorize
problems, first by type (simple weight and distance and
conflicts) and then by outcome (simple conflict-balance and
simple conflict non-balance).
On the second level, given the Instructions "Find a rule
that will allow you to predict accurately one hundred
percent of the time," a subject could take an analytic, one-
rule view of the task or he could categorize It as a non-
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-.y-u*
-ththeemphasl8on
correctnMsviamuitiB|e
bases for prediction.
AM of the subjects m thl. study responded lnltla||y tQ
thet" k
°
nthe f ' rst
'» « non-an., yt,c f.sMon. ,t
was dear fron, the data that they an had aDproprlate ru|es
for correct,, pred,ct,ng the slmple
0rOb ' emS
' ^ '* *" °™>>y »'-r from th..r verba,, z.t, on.
that they recognize, these prob,ems to he
, n a separa te
C.ss than the
-tricky- ones, the conflict., for which the
simple weight and distance rules were Inadeouate. When a
confMct prob, em appeared, most subjects
such as
-Oh. thl.
,. a tricky one" or "Now there's more
weight on the left but there's more distance on the right"
or "Now we get to the h a rd ones."
A,, subjects indicated that when they were making
predictions or, after making an error, were responding to
the feedback answer In the display, they were further
differentiating between conflict problems that balanced
(SCBs) and those that did not (SCNBs). They repeatedly made
statements about the SCBs that ranged In specificity from "
It's proportional, t Just looks like It balance
because the bigger weight on the left compensates the
greeter d I st a nce on the right," and "This one won't balance
because even though there are more weights on the left, they
aren't far enough out to offset the ones on the right," to
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" Th Is w f M balance because Qf ^ rat|oth|ng
„ to-Thia
WUI ba.ance Just llke the other ^ ^ ^
each side equal the distance on the other."
one of the mo8 t salient Indicators of categorization of
problems by type was the freguency with wMch subject^
In particular non-solvers, explicitly listed the SC8s they
had previously encountered. One subject, for example, said
"I Know that three weights at the second mark edua I s two
weights at the third mark (0030/0020), one weight at four
equals four at the first (,000/4000), one at the third
equals three at the first (0,00/3000), and one at the second
equals two at the first ,00,0/2000,
, so three weights at the
fourth mark should balance four at the third (3000/0040)."
This did not necessarily Indicate that a subject had a
ratio rule that would generalize to problems such as
0008/0020, but only that the subject had formed a category
of SCB problems they had previously learned.
It Is at this point that the differences between solvers
and non-solvers become apparent. As the protocols show, some
subjects referred to specific Instances In the list to make
current predictions ("0,00/3000 balanced, so 0,00/4000
should tip right'), while others tried to find a rule to
explain the slde-to-slde equality of SCBs In general.
Subjects who applied a rule-finding approach to SCBs and
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reco fln,zed the niu.t
.pMcat ,v,
a
"
d ' StanCeS
"
the SCBS
—— ,, k e, y to sc., and t0
-
so eariy. Late so I vers e I ther
-es, but fa,,ed to inciude mu 1 1 1 p I I cat I on
«"t.l .ate ln the session, or rel led on non-analytical
reasoning until, again
.ate m the session i*n , it suddenly
occurred to them to "become mathematical."
in this sense, the late solvers, up unt
, , J ust bef ore
they solved, ,ook very much ,
,
ke the
so, vers, until one compares the rule-test, ng patterns of the
two groups. The late solvers, once they realized they were
'ook.ng for a general, numerical rule, were far more
efficient rule testers than were the
solvers and they seemed better able to keep In mind the goal
of finding one genera. rule. Ru.e-flnd.ng non-solvers, on
the other hand, could be characterized as adopting a rule-
wit h-except I ons strategy wherein the goal Is to find a
"main" rule to handle most situations and a set of auxiliary
rules and strategies to handle the except I ons ( Ho I I and
,
1985). since there is little about this task that could be
considered training In hypothes I ze-and-test skills, (I.e.
subjects did not receive any explicit feedback related to
retesting of dlsconflrmed rules, nor were they given any
overt clues as to what kinds of rules to test (numerical vs.
Iltatlve), It seems reasonable to conclude that thequa
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d ' ,ferenCe the
-o'vr.
severs,, an. the ru,e-f,nd,ng non-solvers ls attr ,butable!
In large measure, to difference inrt ences in previously learned
problem solving skills.
Understand ( nq the system vs u ndnr r tand I nd the numbers
There remains the underlying quest,on of determ lnl n g on
what ,eve, a subject must 'understand' the balance beam In
order to Induce the product-moment rule. what part does
understanding the physical properties of the beam play In
inducing a numerical rule to predict Its action? what does
a subject who knows the product-moment rule understand/know
about the balance beam? The findings of this study argue
for the view that solvers do not necessar I ly have a better
understanding of the balance beam as a physical system than
non-solvers, despite their knowledge of the rule and their
ability to predict the behavior of the system under any
conditions. But, rather, that solvers attended to the
numbers In such a way as to discover how they could be
comb i ned
.
Subjects begin the rule Induction task by trying to
understand and define the actual physical effects of the
weights on the beam in terms of what they know about seesaws
and weighing scales in the real world. On the basis of the
examples In the task and memory of related real world
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a
experiences, most subjects were able to verba I I ze
superficial level «fo understanding C f the beam ,„
qua I I tat ive terms. For example »Th«, e weights have more
force If they're farther out » c6
°U
-
For some subjects (ten non-
solvers), this was their only level nf ry , o reasoning, besides
references to previous problems, an*
based so,e, y on ordinal comparisons; e.g. t hey Knew that If
the weights were eaua
I
.
the side with the weight farther out
would t.p .own (8lmple dlstance ru|e) eut> ^
weights were not eoua
,
,
they reasoned that If the difference
in weights was greater than the difference In distances, the
side with the greater distance would go down. Their
superficial,
"more, less same" ordinal understanding of
seesaws and balance beams was helpful only for simple weight
and distance problems.
However, most subjects (thirty out of forty) progressed
to more quantltat.ve modes of reasoning in which they began
to combine numerical values of weight and distance Into
rules for prediction. The unprompted comments of many
subjects that they were looking for a "number thing," "a
pattern," "a mathematical equation," and of solvers who
suddenly said, for example, "I'll try multiplying » and
"Maybe you times the number of blocks and the number of
distances," strongly suggests that at some point, they were
no longer concerned with the beam as a physical system.
Pather. they were on, y concerned ^ ^ ^ ^
C°me
°
Ut r ' 9
--
— ^ - haps aevelODed _h«y physloal senseof why Qther comB|n|ng ru|^
explain why multiplication did fit the ok212. observed outcomes of
all of the learning examDles T ha i,y p . Their comments, when queried
at the end of the sp<i<(ir.nv-" ui ess on, such as "it was in.*1 1 just a hunch , "
and », Just started belng arlthlnetlca| ,,
supcQrt t^
-r 0um.„t that lnductlon of the Droduct .moment ru|e ^ ^
'"Ply that the inducer has a deep understanding of the
system th,s rule represehts. Pather,
, t ,„dle.t.. that the
Inducer has successfully floured nut h««. *y rig a o how to manipulate the
numerical values of the variables.
Th.s has important Implications for teaching.
| t is yet
another Instance where a student may have learned a ru.e for
a system without ever hav.ng a deep understanding of why the
rule works. ,t Is particularly easy to erroneously assume a
deeper level of learning In a situation such as this
experiment In which the student discovers or Induces the
rule himself from experiences with examples, without clues
or instruction.
Fit to the Proposfiri ^ah
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T...r. two models of reason lng
'a^ were propose,: t,e analytlc mode| „ ^ ^
ana lyt ic model
. The "an* i v/+ „alytic model" was used to predict
successful and unsuccessful patterns of n.r«performance for
subjects who maintainstained a predominantly rule-finding
approach to the task i +, I.e. those subjects who focused on
finding one general rule f^r .o making predictions. it
Predicted that successful analytic subjects would encode
distance early, treat proportional problems analytically,
make explicit statements Ind, eating they were iooklng for a
single mathemat.ca. ru.e, se.dom retest a d.sconf.rmed ru.e,
and, after d
I
scon f i rmat
I on , quickly generate and test a new
combining rule. ,t predicted that a subject using an
analytic approach would be unsuccessful if he failed to
encode distance proper.y, did not understand the SCBs In
multipl.cative terms, or persisted In retest. ng dlsconfirmed
rules. The "non-analytic model" was used to make
predictions about non-solving subjects who focused on making
accurate predictions about individual problems from
references to previous problems or to classes of problems.
It predicted that these subjects would develop multiple
rules for predicting different categories of problems, would
make more references to prev.ous probes than . ,v vjui ms n solvers, and
more retests of d isoonf I rmed rules.
Th. n„d,n0, of tn,s stud y are that
mode,* present an
Processes ,eacnn g poth to success and to f al ,ure ,ntne
balance beam rule Induction ta^k a° n s
-
As outlined below, the
proposed model of t h<=» •e successful analytic subject fits the
findings for the early solvers In thio + ^y i this study, but falls to
take into account the far less direct route of the late
solver's reasolng. Nor does It adequately highlight the key
role mu.tlp,
.catlve explanations of SCBs play ,„ triggering
the test of a mult Ipl let Ion operation ,„ a combining rule.
Early solvers
.
Early solvers fit the mode, In that they
D encoded distance numerically early ,„ the sequences, 2)
explained the proportionality m the SCBs In an analytic
manner
- either with a ratio ru I e or w I th an operat I ona I
description such as "twice the weight vs. twice the
distance," and 3) seldom retested dlsconflrmed rules.
The proposed model does not account for the suddenness
and confidence with which early solvers "Just thought to
multiply" m a combining rule, and consequently how few
other combining rules they tested.
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SO
ng
^-Soivers. Late solvers
, „ k| w|y ^
f-tth, mod..-. pr«,,ot.o„. for 1) early distance encod
I
and few retests of d I aconf
,
rmed ru,es. Unllke the „ r
severs. however, they hypothesized many mora comb , „ ,^
ru.es before discovering tne product-moment rule, vacuated
between ana ly t,c and ncn-ana.yt.c reason,n g and strateg ,es
but made manyexpMct statements that they were act
, ve
,
y
looking for a "riiie » » h--*.ul , a pattern
,
•• or "some math th I ng . •
A, so un, lk e the ear.y so ,vers, the product .moment
oa.cuiations were triggered by
Of the SCBs for on,y one subject. For the other
, ate
severs, success seemed to just •happen" out of their
confusion and frustration.
Rule-find. ng non-solvers. A model of the rule-find, ng
non-solver would look very much like the mode. for the
suooessfu. late solver, with two Important differences.
One, It wou.d have to account for the frequent retests of
dlsconflrmed rules; and two, it would have to account for
the fact that, although these subjects knew they were
looking for a combining rule and tested many rules while In
the two-stack part of the sequence, they were easily
discouraged when confronted with the later multi-stack
problems and were, thus, prone to fall back on non-analytic
st rateg I es
.
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Qua I I tat I ve and r*+i^ „
- HatlQ nOfl-^nlyorc ,.vcrs It would be
d.M.OU,. to mode, the gualltatlve non .SQ|vers
except for th.,r references to previous problems, th.,r
reasoning for each p red I ct
I
on ,shaz y even to themselves-
and the "Ratio" non-so,ver because the I r one category of
Problems, besides simple weight and distance ones. ,sof
memorized configurations tnatbaiance.
even speculate which element (s) of the mode I s of success
would lead these subjects to the product-moment rule.
CHAPTER VIM
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This study has lent support to the f
.
»h .indings of previous
studies that subjects a +t Bmn .J tte pting to Induce the rule for the
Glance Peam use many ru.es of Mm I ted genera I
, t y and of ten
re. yon
-nstance-Pased reasoning to make
current f
. nd I ngs also documented patterns of reasoning for
two descriptive models of solvers anni d three of non-solvers
Take
"
t09Sther
'
f ' Ve
-»ht be seen as a
of reasoning progressing towards Induction of the product-
moment rule.
Taking the five mode is to represent successive, y more
sophisticated stages of reasoning provides a framework for
the many questions that were left unanswered ,„ this study.
The first question to arise Is whether a solver progresses
through an five stages en route to successful rule
induction, or do some solvers bypass the more pr im I t I ve
modes of reasoning? Because the early solvers In this study
moved so quickly to the product-moment rule, It was
difficult to determine all of the steps that they took.
However, the protocols suggest that early solvers' patterns
are compacted versions of the late solvers and rule-finding
non-solvers' patterns, but guided by more efficient general
problem solving skills. In all three groups, problems were
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categorized by tvne ( C \ mr,,y B (,|mple welght ana d|stance> s|mp|e
ccnf,,ct-bala nce, and s(mp|e conf|(ct non _ba|ance)
efferent apPn»ch us.d to predlct each type; thes|mp|e
weight end dlst.nce prob|ems by Qrd|na| comparisQns
s< mp ,econfMct-b a , ance problems by
ratios or use of . rat|Q ^ ^
coronet, by a var.ety of combmmg rules
. Theprlmary
differences between subjects
,„ tnese three groups see. to
M. In tneir varying abilities to rema ,n rule-oriented In
the face of comp,ex,ty (to not resort to references to
Previous problem. p a rt,cu, a r,y for th. s Imp I e conf u ct-
ba i ance conf,gur a t,ons,. a nd the.r verying degrees of
efficiency In testing possible rules. Research procedure,
that would more precisely unpack the early solvers'
reasoning is necessary to verify this conclusion.
The second question Is how to facilitate a person's
refinement of more primitive reasoning Into a more efficient
and goa I
-focused approach to Induction. Wh a t types of pre-
t aS k t ra inlng would provide the appropriate problem solving
ski I Is to be appl led and wha t t ask related manipulations
would trigger subjects to apply existing or newly learned
problem solving skills?
A future study might attempt, In a n a na iogous t ask or by
outright Instruction, to pre-tr a in subjects to be aware of
heuristic pitfalls, such as were discussed above, for t asks
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such as the one | n thls st y- ^re training might Include
eXPCrlenCeWlth a ' 9
— (..« simple area of .
Sduere computations or anQther rule Induction t aSk
, or a
t«k Which empires
,ea rn,ng
problm), as opposed to concentretlng on reduc|ng firrors
When asking what task-rpi^pnsk elated variables might be
menlpulated to trigger
.ppMe.t.on Of the app r op rla te sk iris
and reasoning, many aSDects of th, ba|ance ^ ^
Mkely candl Idates for Investigation.
SeqUe "Clnq
-
'*
15 PO- lbl « th«t. given the finding that
•
multiplicative explanation ("twice the...." - douP.e
the...") of the simple conflict-balance problems Is
correlated with pwpntna i m >eve u l discovery of the product-moment
rule, a sequence that centered more around problems of this
type would have an effect on success. If SCBs for which the
addition ru.e gives a correct prediction were contrasted. In
close succession. with SCBs for which it does not give a
correct prediction. subjects should be cued to an earlier
abandonment of the add rule. And If there were also more
SCBs of the "multiple" type -- 0020/4000. 2000/0400.
0060/0003
--. subjects. looking for a new rule to test,
should be cued by these problems to test a multiplication
operation. However, "success" In this case would seem to
be more the ability to understand the numbers than
understand the physical system of the beam Itself.
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HJj]ts^ Would subjects perform better if thevL ,r y were givenW°" W « —Mc, Cstenee ls lmportant
, b)
" ndl "90ne rU ' eWaS the
-'" «o„. not maklng lnaivldua|
correct pactions, or c, there „ one type of problem
(SCBs, that w,M be most helpful ln unaerstandlng the
system?
S.eg.er and Klahr ( 1982) found that focus|ng
on the numerical values of both weight and distance Improved
the ability of o.der subjects to
, nduce the product-moment
rule. This provides support for the use of this type of
hint to move a subject out of a purely qualitative mode of
reasoning Into a combining mode, but It does not seem likely
that It would he. p the rule-f.nd.ng non-solvers, who are
a .ready encoding distance numerically, to become more
efficient In their rule-testing procedures.
For these subjects, a hint to "stay on track" (i.e. to
stay in a rule-finding mode) should help them to self-
monitor and avoid the tendency to fall back on "get-thls-
one-right" strategies whenever the task seems too complex or
frustrating. For the same reasons, such a hint should help
the late solvers to solve earlier.
A hint to regard SCBs as key problems should have the
same effect as highlighting them in the sequencing.
Memory aids. Would subjects perform better if they were
given external memory aids such as a list of the
-^retlons or were a
, lowed to ^ ^ ^
th°U9ht
'
mBOrtant?
K,.hr „«, found that
9'vlng subjects prlnted
representat(ons Qf ^
balence beem problems they were encounter
, n g , a long w , th
their outco.es, Improve. ab,,,ty to induce the ruie for the
been,. Perheps such a , ds helpea subJects ^^^ _
order cut of the confusion they fe,t ePout the problems, tc
reduce the memory
, oa d of grouping s,m,, ar types of problems
together so that they cculd be a n a , yzed. It would a , so seem
Mk.ly that l„ the process of noting pa rt,cu, a r problems
People would devise a notation system to represent them
which would make numerical encoding and re I at , onsh
I ps more
sa I I ent
.
Al .owing subjects to make notes as they went along would
Provide still another way to unpack the way In which they
categorize problems. it would also be Interesting to
discover the different coding systems that might be devised.
Diagnostic problems. a se I f - 1 n 1 1 1 ated means for
setting up configurations on either a concrete beam or on
the computer, might be helpful to those subjects who want
particular types of diagnostic problems on which to test
their current hypothesized rule. If, as a subject was
moving through the presented sequence, he could branch off
at any time to configurations he thought would confirm or
dlsconfirm a rule, Instead of having to wait for certain
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types of problems to apBear ln the seguence> ^ ^ ^
'ess confused and more efficient?
,ntu.t,ve ,y, , t seems
that the subject who I <: »*i,i„„ *asking for specific diagnostic
problems would be actively hypothes
, z I ng to the same extent
as the subject who Is explaining his reasons for his
predictions, although this does not assume that the same
type of reasoning would be used for both types of active
hypothes I z I ng
.
Concrete aids. Would subjects perform better if, m
addition to the computer representation, they also had a
concrete beam on which the problems were represented? Over
a third of the subjects in this study mentioned a seesaw or
said they wished they had a real beam to see the problem on.
Perhaps, for some subjects, the computer representation is
too abstract. A future study might compare computer vs.
concrete vs. a combination of both.
Act
!
ve hypothesizing. One final question not
empirically addressed In the current study is that of the
role of active hypothesizing. It was assumed that actively
hypothesizing via verbalized explanations for each problem
would have a positive effect on performance. This needs to
be verified, for It Is also possible that, left to their own
devices, possibly with a more flexible means for generating
their own problems, subjects would be more successful than
under the constraints and
experimental design.
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verbal demands present In this
The overall conclusion drawn from this study is that
heretofore too simplistic an approach has been taken to
investigating Induction In the balance beam task and to
induction in genera,. The variability In reasoning rules,
strategies and Inductive problem solving patterns for
different subjects that was found In this study indicates
that future Investigations be designed and Interpreted in
such a way as to allow the full spectrum of the learning
continuum to be revealed.
SECT ION
TRANSFER
CHAPTER
|
I NTRODUCT ION
The second focus of this research was on transfer of
know, edge from one domain to another. The particular
concern was with the transfer of balancing knoW ,ed ge to
understand, ng of the statistical concepts of the mean and
the weighted mean. Many students,
I nc I ud I ng co I I ege-age
students, have on.y a superficial understanding of the mean
and have considerable difficulty with weighted mean
prob.ems. Students
.earn to calculate the mean and have
some notion of what an average is, but they do not fully
understanding why these calculations work or what the end
product represents. Without a complete understanding of the
mean, students are even more at a loss to understand the
weighted mean (Hardlman, 1983).
It has been suggested that a full and Integrated
understanding of the concept of the mean involves three
kinds of knowledge: 1) functional - understanding the mean
as a real world concept, 2) computational - knowledge of
correct computational formulas, and 3) analog - a vlsual-
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kinesthetic Image, which In the case „» (h' o ° f tne mean might be a
balance point (Hardlman ig 83> tk«, 13 ). The primary concern In this
study is with analog knowledge.
one pcsslble source of analog Knowledge useful for a
deeper and mere flexible understanding of means and, hence
weighted means, Is a deep understanding of the concept of
balancing. „hl(e th
. ba , ance beam ,s often used m text
books as an explanatory too, for teaching mean concepts, few
students understand ba.anc.ng we I I enough to benefit from
the analogy. However, Hardlman (,983, found that subjects
who received training
,„ ba ,anc,ng concepts showed
significant Improvement Inability to solve weighted mean
prob I ems
.
There were several variables In the Hardlman study which
might account for the Improved performance of her subjects.
The current research attempted to rep I I cate the Hard I man
study and to determine the effective variables.
The issue for the current research was two-fold: 1) Does
balance beam training that results in Induction of the
product-moment rule have an effect on ability to solve
weighted mean problems, and 2) if so, which aspects(s) of
the balance training are significant in improving
performance In the weighted mean transfer task?
CHAPTER ||
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Hardlman: The Study
The Hardlman ( 1983) studv i <s i-h~j y is the only research dealing
specif, ca.ly with transfer of ba.anclng knowledge to
weighted mean concepts. The subjects In her transfer study
were the same subjects who part.clpated In her ba.ance beam
rule induction tra.nlng described in Sect. on,. College
undergraduates were pretested for both balance knowledge and
ability to solve weighted mean problems. Subjects who were
classified as non-calculators and non-balancers (NC/NB) and
subjects who were calculators and non-balancers (C/NB) were
then randomly assigned within each group to either a control
or a balance training condition.
Balance Training
Hardiman's balance training has been described in
Section I. All subjects In her training condition met the
criterion Indicating that they had learned the product-
moment rule and, on the average, took 49.0 trials to meet
the criterion. Thus, her subjects had fairly extensive
experiences with balance problems and it was assumed that,
by meeting the criterion, they understood and were using the
p-m rule to make their predictions. As was discussed in
Section I, in a forced choice task such as this, using a
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=r,t.r,on of „v. correct pr.Cetion. ,„ . row of complex .
OonfMct prob.ems,
, t ls posslble some subJects ^
enter, on for p-m ru,e use by chance or by a combination of
"lt-d rule use, perceptua, judgments and good guesses.
However, most subjects gave other, verba,
,nd,cat,ons that
they were In fact using the p-m rule.
Extra Judgement Training (EJT)
After subjects met the criterion for p-m rule use, they
then were presented with an addlt.onal set of seven balance
s.tuatlons on the concrete beam used In the tra.n.ng phase (
described in Section I). Foreachconflgurat.cn, they were
tcld to pred.ct which way It would tip and to state In which
direction the system would have to be moved In order to put
it In balance. In this part of the training, the acetate
scale that was placed along the top of the beam was numbered
continuously from one to ten and the blocks for a particular
configuration were centered over the numbered marks. (In the
first part of the training, the scale *s units were marked
with lines but were unnumbered.) Subjects were Instructed
to move the scale, with the blocks on It, In the direction
they thought the configuration would need to move so that
Its balance point would be over the fulcrum. It Is not
clear from the study what effect this change In the scaling
of the balance beam had on the transfer task, but It would
seem that since a continuous number line more closely mimics
th.typ. of.e.M„a found In weighted mean problems, ^
P«rt of the training was a slgnltlcant ^
transfer task.
Transfer Test
in the transfer phase of Hardlman-s study
, tra|ned ^
control
.Ubj.et. w.r. 8 ,v.„ the „v wrltten problems|n
Table T
1
which were designed to assess th..r
of the mean and of the weighted mean. They were asked to
represent each prob, em on the Peam and to also calculate the
answer on paper, thinking aloud as they worked.
Representing a mean prop, em on the Peam invokes making a
number line ,n aooordanoe with the values In the problem.
Because subjects for the most part had no Idea how to go
about representing the weighted mean problems on the beam,
they were presented first with a simple mean problem and the
experimenter helped them represent It on the beam. After
the first problem, subjects attempted to represent on the
beam and solve the four remaining problems without help from
the experimenter. They were allowed, however, to revise
answers of previous problems. The transfer problems were
designed to assess different types of mean and weighted mean
knowledge. Control subjects, prior to the transfer test,
were given unrelated statistical problems to solve In an
Interview situation, in order to equate Interview
exper I ence
.
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Table 10: Hard. man's Transfer Test Problems
(Simple Mean) it is nn«?<5ihio
numbers as the point at » !'° V ' ew the mean ° f a set of
set of numbers SouM baTance ?5',1^' '!"' c°"*»'"'ng thebeam. Vou have a ba^ano^beam
' Pe ore^ou" ' Teas^e reT^t
1) A student attends College A for two semesters and earnsa 3.2 GPA
.
The same student attends College B for four
^Mlpr 6^ 083 GPA - What - S ^heMCden^s
fifths Tthl n° f 9et ° n a large e'evator. Three-of the people are men and average 180 pounds Theremain. ng people are women and average 120 pounds What "sthe average weight of the people on the elevator?
^ In . ^
rSOn A and ^rson B are engaged In a weightmai tenance program. Person A weights himself three timesevenly spaced throughout the day and averages 185 pounds on
a typical day. Person B weighs himself five times evenlyspaced throughout the day and averages 211 pounds. What Isthe average weight of the two people?
4) A local shop employs several people who make the
f o
I I ow I ng sa I ar i es
:
1 - owner /pres I dent 30,000
2 - foreman 10,000
3 - general workers 8,000
The owner needed to calculate the average salary of a shop
employee. She thought of two ways to do It: 1)add the three
numbers together 30,000 + 10,000 + 8,000 , and divide
by three, or 2) multiply each salary by the number of people
paid that salary, add them together, and divide by fifteen.
Which way would you calculate the average salary and why?
The findings from this study were that subjects who
received balance training performed significantly better on
the two weighted mean problems In the transfer test than did
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untrained controls. However, there was no difference In
ability to recognize that Problem 3, the weight maintenance
Problem, only
,
ooked Mkea weighted mean
, but was, ,„
fact, a simple mean problem. Balance training ,n this study
also correlated with ability to represent nrfth ,j «-u problems on the
beam and seemed to he Id <?nh io^ c mn ip subjects develop higher level
rationales for their weighted mean calculations.
Hardiman: What Transferred?
The question for the current research was: What
knowledge about ba.ancing ls helpful for understanding the
mean and the weighted mean? The hypothesis tested was that
subjects who do benefit from balance training (i.e. perform
better on weighted mean problems after receiving the balance
beam training), do so as a result of the extra Judgment
training and not from Induction of the p-m rule.
The first phase of Hardlman's balance training, inducing
the p-m rule, required and emphasized that the scale of the
beam be one In which the distance units are measured on each
side, beginning with zero at the fulcrum and Incrementing
symmetrically towards each end. In the second phase of the
training, the extra Judgment task, subjects were presented
with multi-stack configurations of weights distributed along
a continuously numbered scale.
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" °ne looks at how one wou|d
weighted mean problem on the balance beam such that the beam
could be used to find the answer it ,, it l s obvious that
balancing experiences Involving a continuous
would be more analogous than one In which the seal Ing was
from the center outward. Take, for Instance, the GPA
problem In Table T1
.
This would be represented on the beam
by numbering the moveable scale from 3.0 to 4.0, In
Increments of .1 (I.e. 3 i -to > , „ „3 - 2
' 3.3. . .3.9, 4.0)
, and
Placing two blocks on the 3.2 mark, to represent the two
semesters at College A, and four at 3.8 for the four
semesters at College B, By moving the scale with the
configuration of blocks on it until the beam balanced, the
number that was then at the fulcrum would be the average
grade
.
It Is difficult to find a visual correspondence between
computing the p-m rule and the process Just described of
representing and solving a weighted mean problem on the
beam. It is also difficult to Imagine that a subject
confronted with a mean or weighted mean problem would find
anything In his representation of the problem that would
trigger memory to access balancing concepts via an analogy
to the p-m rule calculation.
Virtually nothing In the p-m calculation maps on to
calculations of weighted means. To be sure, there Is an
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analogous underlying concept of a balance point between two
equal (the simple mean) or unequal (a welaht.n^ i ig ed mean) sets of
weights (grades, heights, number per). But t he analogy ls
only apparent ^ the prob|em |s represented ^ ^ ^
and the answer (the balance point) Is seen to k" t ; i be equidistant
from equal weights and not eau i n i rq idistant from unequal weights
The computation,
,
processes have ,,«..,„ common an. the
Purposes of each type
each other; ,. e
.
the purpose of thep-m ru,e ls slmplyto
determine whether the system ,M, ba ,anoe. wh,,e the purpose
°f find,
n
a the weighted mean Is to determine exactly where
It will balance.
Furthermore, If one has an understanding, however
incomp.ete, that a mean or average ,sa s I ng
, e f
, gure to
represent an entire set of numbers, then It seems that this
knowledge is iogically tied to a computation in which the
total amount for the set Is redistributed equally among the
members of the set by dividing by the number of elements In
the set. To expect people to make an analogy from this add-
and-divide type of thinking to the mu I t
i
p
I y-and-add p-m
thinking assumes an even more sophisticated knowledge of
math than that needed to understand the mean and weighted
mean in their simplest form.
The argument here is that knowing the p-m rule does not
help people to understand and solve weighted mean problems.
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However, tMs does not In any way preclude the possibility
that the exper.ence with the beam, and the resu.t.ng
know .edge about ba.anclngin general, that occurred during
the process of Inducing the p-m rule
, did not
positive effect on subjects' ability to understand the
weighted mean concept. To the contrary, experience with
two- and mult.
-stack conflict problems should be quite
helpful in understanding the effects of unequal sets. But
the relationship of this Information about ba land ng to
we. ghted mean problems Is not easily seen and needs some
type of bridging experience to connect the two concepts.
The extra Judgement task seemed to be Just such a bridge.
Therefore, the current research attempted to replicate
the Hardiman finding that balance training that results in
Induction of the p-m rule has an effect on ability to
understand and solve weighted mean problems and to determine
which aspect(s) of the training wee significant. The
hypothesis was that subjects exposed to both the balance
training and the extra Judgment task would perform better on
the transfer task than those who only experienced the
balance training. A second hypothesis was that there would
be no difference In ability to solve weighted mean problems
between those subjects who actually induced the p-m rule and
those who did not, although experience with balance
Prob ,«n,, alo„. or ln con Ju nct
, on w , th
tr..n.n.. mlg nt nave
. posmve effec t on th. transfer task
.
CHAPTER in
THE PRESENT TRANSFER STUDY
Methods
The effects of two aspects of balance learning
rule Induction and judging the dlrect.on of theba.ance
PCnt, on ability to so.ve weighted mean problems were
investigated ,n a video-taped Interview situation. subjects
were screened ,n a paper-and-penc
I I pretest for knowledge of
the product-moment rule for the balance beam and for ability
to so.ve weighted mean problems. Only non-ca
I cu I ator s/non-
ba lancers were used In the study. Subjects who received
balance training were compared to control (no balance
training) subjects In two weighted mean problem soiving
conditions: half received the extra Judgment task from
Hardlman (1983) before receiving the transfer test and half
received no extra training.
Pretest
Subjects. Subjects were the same undergraduates as in
the Rule Induction (Section I) pretest and both pretests
were administered in the same session.
Mater I a I s . The two weighted mean word problems In Table
T2 below were presented on Individual pages in a test
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booklet that also contained Instruction. «i s and the balance
beam pretest problems.
Table T2: Pretest Weighted Mean Problems
i^p/^^r^op^nhe^;-? ZTt / "~ "-'ng
??sh°per
W
-^son
he
« £ «fish caught? W3S the overall average number of
^ ?rs.;?'p:„vjsSnd 'si!! :: - a—
-
and th. average "^ITnlTVJ T 4"average income index for an the famines ?n JSth SS^ST" '
PrOCedUre
- The Drete" *as administered to groups of
10-20 subjects. subjects were given the test booklet and
allowed to work at their own pace. No feedback was given on
any part of the pretest.
Scorln 9 - Subjects who answered one or both of the two
weighted mean problems Incorrectly were considered
nonca I cu I ator s
.
Transfer Phase
Subjects. Only subjects who are classified as both
noncalculators (NCs) and nonbalancers (NBs) (see Section I:
Rule Induction Pretest for definition of nonbalancer) were
used in all other phases of the study. One-half of the
NC/NBs were randomly assigned to the balance beam rule
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mduct.cn tr.,„,„ fl oond.tlon, and one-half were assigned to
the centre, condition and receive, nc ru,e induction
training. Each cf the two groups were further divided Into
those who received the extra Judgment task ( E JT ) and those
who did not. This yielded four groups for the Transfer
Task: Trained/no EJT, Tralned/EJT, Ccntrol/no EJT, and
Contro I /E JT
.
Mater, als and Procedure All subjects were Interviewed
ind.v. dually one to two weeks after the pretest. Trained
subjects were those Ind.v.duals who participated In the
balance beam training described in Section ,. Control
subjects, prior to the transfer test, were Interviewed In a
'think aloud' situation as they solved unrelated word
problems, In order to equate them with the trained subjects
for verbalization experience. The EJT and transfer tests
were video taped with the subjects' consent.
EJT. In the EJT part of the study, subjects were seated
at a table with the concrete balance beam and fifteen equal
size wooden blocks before them. The experimenter (E)
numbered a prescaled acetate strip from one to ten and
placed It along the top of the beam. E then placed a
configuration of blocks on the beam, holding the beam in a
balanced position, and asked the subject to predict whether
the beam would tip left, right or balance. After the
subject made his prediction, the beam was released so that
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the outcon,e ecu I d be observe*. The SUBJect
_ ^^
to silCe the scaie. w,th th. b.o*. ,t , , , on lt>
olrectlon that would make the beam ba|ance ^ ^
repeated for each of the seven EJT configurations. AM
subjects in the EJT condition saw the same configurations in
the same order
.
Transfer Test ProMem* The Hve written word prob.ems
in Tab.e T1 (from Hard. man, p,us the two problems In Table
T3 were presented, one at a time, to the subject on
•nd.v.dua. sheets of paper. E sat across the tab.e from the
subject with the ba.ance beam and b.ocks between them. The
subject was supplied with scaled, but unnumbered acetate
strips, a pen to mark the strips, and a penc . . for
calculating answers on the problem sheets. Subjects were
Instructed to read each problem aloud and to explain their
solutions. For the first problem, the Simple Mean Problem,
they were asked to represent the problem and its solution on
the beam, numbering the strip and using the blocks, as well
as to write down their calculations. If they could not
figure out how to correctly represent It, the experimenter
Intervened. This was done to insure that all subjects had a
basic Idea of how to represent a mean problem on the beam.
For the other six problems, subjects were given the same
Instructions except that they were told to "use the beam to
solve the problems If you think It will be helpful," and
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were a , so to
,
d that they WO u
, c receive no fur ther he,p f rom
the exper i menter
.
Table T3
Transfer Probiems: ,5 - Histobeam and .6 - Histogram
I
- HI
5) Imagine that this
of blocks placed along
way that ha I f of the
are to the right,
configuration on it tip
balance? Please explain
Is a balance beam with a large number
It. The fulcrum is placed in such ablocks are to the left of It and half
Would a balance beam with this
to the left, tip to the right, or
your answer
.
Percent of
Students at
Each Qu i z
Score 38% 26% 24%12%
Number Correct on Quiz
6) An instructor gave a four question quiz. The grades were
as above, with the percentage of students receiving each
grade indicated in the graph. Would the mean (average)
grade for the class be
a) less than 2.5? b) equal to 2.5? c) greater than 2.5?
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Analysis: Pretes t and Transfer Data
The transfer data Is presented In two forms: percentages
of subjects who answered correctly and mean scores for each
problem. Observations of the experimenter are Included
where appropriate.
The two weighted mean problems in the pretest and the
six interview problems In the transfer session were scored
as follows: in the pretest, a score of 1 (correct) or o
(incorrect) was given for each problem, for a possible total
of 2; in the transfer interviews, a problem was given a
score of 1 if both the calculation and the verbalized logic
behind it were correct, a 0 if neither were correct, and .5
if one or the other was correct. For example, one interview
subject Incorrectly chose to compute the simple mean for the
GPA problem, but sa I
d
he thought the 4 semesters of 3.8
should count more than the 2 semesters of 3.2. For this
problem, he was given a score of .5.
The first simple mean problem In the transfer session
was not included in the scoring or the analyses, since Its
main purpose was to help subjects learn to represent
problems on the beam. All subjects were able to compute the
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s.mp,e mean on th.tr own. However, mGst subjects requ I red
help from the experimenter to represent it on the beam.
Pretest
The pretest for weighted mean calcu.atlon ability was
administered at the same time as the pretest for ba.ance
know.edge. Of the subjects who were oiass.fied asnon-
baianoers, 80 subjects were further oiass.fied as
noncalculators. a subject was considered a nonca i cu I ator if
he was incorrect on at least one of the two weighted mean
problems In the pretest - the fish problem or the income
Index problem. These non-ca
I cu I ator /nonba I ancer s were then
randomly assigned half to the treatment and half to the
control group.
Thirty-three (41.3%) of the 80 non-
ca I cu I ator /nonba I ancer subjects solved only the fish problem
correctly, 7 (8.75%) solved only the income index problem,
and 40 (50%) were incorrect on both problems.
Transfer Session
In the transfer session, weighted mean performance for
the 40 subjects who received training on the balance beam
was compared with that of the 40 untrained controls. The
two groUDS were further randomly a|v|aed
,^ ^ _ ^ ^
9 roup,, r esu lt ,n g ln four groups of 2Q ^
(TE). Trained/No EJT (TN)
, Control/EJT (CE> arlrt rl^t)-, nd Control/No
EJT (CN)
.
With the exception of the fircfst simple mean problem,
subjects were not required to represent fhot e weighted mean
problems on the beam, but were tn\n f hawold t ey could do so if they
thought it would be he.pfu, ln computlngthe answertQa
Prob.em.
, n this study, no more than two or three subjects
attempted to represent problems on the beam and on, y one
subject represented all of the problems.
The results of the transfer session w.M be presented as
fo.lows: the effects of 1) balance beam training, 2) EJT and
3) being a solver (inducing the product-moment rule for the
ba.ance beam). The effects will be considered first for the
four numerical weighted mean prob.ems (Problems 1-4) and
then for the two graphic problems - the Histobeam and the
Histogram (Problems 5 and 6).
"Numerical" here refers to a word problem that presents
numerical values to be calculated, as opposed to a "graphic-
problem which presents a graphed, pictorial representation
of the problem.
Prob I ems 1
-4
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Balance beam tralnlna tj>h,i~ t_D_Lna^ Table T4 shows the bercent (and
number, of Trained and Contro, subjects who gave correct
responses on the four numerical weighted mean broblems. The
difference between groups was negligible and It lsclear
that in this study balance beam tra I n I ng a I one d , d not
increase subjects' ability to solve weighted mean problems.
Table T4
Percent correct: Trained and Control Groups(Number correct in parentheses)
GPA
Tral ned Controls
20.0 ( 8.0) 22 5 ( 9 mElevator 43 7 M7 = ( - 0)
Foi , ' (17.5) 40.0 ( 16.0)
Sh«n
92,5 (37 - 0) 93 '8 37.5OP 77
-5 (31.0) 73.8 (29.5)
Hlstobeam 76 .3 (30.5) 65.0 (26.0)Histogram 2 6.2 (10.5) 17 . 5 ( 7.0)
EJT. Table T5 shows the percent (and number) of EJT and
No EJT subjects, across and within training and control
conditions, who correctly answered each of the problems.
As a group, the subjects who received the EJT (TEs and CEs)
did not perform significantly better than the No EJT
subjects (TNs and CNs). Within the trained group, a t-test
on the scored responses for the first four problems combined
revealed no significant advantage for those who received the
«<38,=.0S35
, „.,.,. W,tM„ the untrained Controi
T-up. the E JT see, to nave bad
. reverse effeot
_
! ' SOMS (t < 38
> - -i-ai. n.„. The data ln
Table T5 suggests a possibie interaction between EJT and
training. However
.
an analysis o f variance on
showed the interaction to be not significant (P(1>7B) . 2 39
n
. s . ) .
Table T5
Percent Correct: EJT and No EJT Groups(Number correct in parentheses)
EJT
GPA
E I evator
Foi I
Shop
H i stobeam
H i stogram
TE
22.5 ( 4.5)
45.0 ( 9.0)
90.0 (18.0)
77.5 ( 15.5)
82.6 (16.5)
25.0 ( 5.0)
CE
10.0 ( 2.0)
30.0 ( 6.0)
92
. 5 (18.5)
77.5 (15.5)
60.0 (12.0)
15.0 ( 3.0)
Combined EJT
16.3 ( 6.5)
37.5 (15.0)
91 .3 (36.5)
77. 5 (31.0)
71 .3
20.0
(28.5)
( 8.0)
GPA
E I evator
Fo I I
Shop
H I stobeam
H I stogram
NO EJT
TN
17.5 ( 3.5)
42.5 ( 8.5)
95.0 (19.0)
77.5 (15.5)
70.0 (14.0)
27.5 ( 5.5)
CN
35.0 ( 7.0)
50.0 (10.0)
95.0 (19.0)
70.0 (14.0)
70.0 (14.0)
20.0 ( 4.0)
COMB I NED
NO EJT
26.3 ( 10.5)
46.3 (18.5)
95.0 (38.0)
73.8 (29.5)
70.0 (28.0)
23.8 ( 9.5)
TE-Tra i ned/EJT, CE-Cont ro I /E JT
, TN-Tra i ned/No EJT
CN-Contro I /No EJT
.
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Solvers vs. Non-snivAro Tahl(a Tes .°_ e s. ble T6 shows the percentage
of baiance beam solvers ana" non-solvers who gave correct
responses on the transfer problems. Solver and non-solver
responses are further divided Into fhncaa , those who received the
EJT and those who did not.
Table T6
Percent Correct: Solvers and Non-Solvers(Number correct In parentheses)
SOLVERS
EJT
GPA 36
. 3 ( 4 •0)
E I evator 50..0 ( 5 5)
Fol I 90.
. 9 ( 10 0)
Shop 81 . 8 ( 9. 0)
H I stobeam 81 . 8 ( 9. 0)
H I stogram 18. 2 ( 2. 0)
NO EJT
37.5 ( 3.0)
68.8 ( 5.5)
100.0 ( 8.0)
68.8 ( 5.5)
75.0 ( 6.0)
27.3 ( 3.0 )
COMBINED SOLVERS
36.8 ( 7.0)
57
. 9 (11.0)
94.7 (18.0)
76.3 (14.5)
78.9 (15.0)
26.3 ( 5.0)
NON-SOLVERS
COMB I NED
rPA ,. c /
E
-^I N0 EJT NON-SOLVERS
«.
5 ' 5 ( ») 3.8 ( .5) 4.8 ( 1.0)Elevator 38.9 ( 3.5) 23.1 ( 3.0) 31.0 6.588 ' 9
<
8
-0) 84.6 (11.0) 90.5 (19.0)ShOP 72
- 2 ( 6.5) 76.9 (10.0) 78.6 (16.5)
Hlstobeam 83.3 ( 7.5) 61.5 ( 8.0) 73.8 (15 5)Histogram 33.3 ( 3.0) 19.2 ( 2.5) 26.2 ( 5.'s)
The clear advantage of solvers over non-solvers that can
be seen in Table T6 was tested In a 2 X 2 (solver/non-
solver X EJT) analysis of variance on the scores for each
subject for all four weighted mean problems. This analysis
revealed a significant main effect of solving status; I.e.,
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subjects who had so I v^ri i « «.ul ed m the balance beam task had
significantly higher scores for ra the four numerical weighted
mean problems than non-solvers (F( 1 ,36)=5.81
,
p<
. 02
)
No interaction was found between solving status and EJT
cond I t I ons
From Table T6 It can be seen that most of the
differences between solvers and non-solvers occur in the two
calculation weighted mean problems (GPA and Elevator
problems). This suggested an analysis of scores on Just
these two problems
- In relation to the I r pretest scores
and in comparison to Hardiman's subjects.
Table T7
p k
SPOnS6S PSr sub J ect (0 - 2 scale) for Arrio.a
Arr^o?
p
^
ob ' e
^
: F '*h and income Index combined; andi la and Hardlman transfer: GPA (#1) and Elevator (#2)combined. v '
Arriola Hardiman
Pretest Transfer Transfer
Solvers
.58 .95 us
Controls
.53 .63 0.7
Non-solvers
.38 .36
Table T7 shows the mean scores (0
non-solvers and controls on the two
calculation problems (fish and Income
-2 scale) for solvers,
pretest weighted mean
Index combined) and on
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«- two transfer welflhted mean calcu|atjon prob|ems <GpA ^
e I evator comb I ned)
.
Palrwlse t-te«?t<s _^^ r ,iest conf rmed the »ka rie above analysis of
variance results. Solvers in fh ,S thls study performed
significantly better *ko.„V than non-solvers on the two transfer
Probiems (t(38)
- 2.91S, p<. 005). Comparisons between the
scores of so, vers and centre, subjects as we ,, as between
non-solvers and centre subjects were not s.gn.Hcant (S x
C: t(57)-1.4092; NS x C: t ( 59 ) - 1 . 3724 )
.
The data In the tab.e strong, y suggests that ba.ance
beamtra.n.ng had more effect on ab.Mty to so.vethe
transfer prob.ems when the training resu.ted in inducing the
product-moment rule. However, an analysis of variance on the
Pretest and transfer scores for so.vers and non-solvers did
not prove the interaction to be significant, although It was
marginally non-significant ( F ( 1 , 38 ) =3 . 43 , p<.07, 1 tailed).
As wi I l be discussed later in more detail, this advantage
for solvers could possibly be solely a result of the more
positive attitude they had from their success on the beam
when they later worked the transfer problems.
This difference did not appear on the foil problem (#3).
One possible explanation Is that all of the subjects came
into the study with a similar high baseline understanding of
simple means, knowledge acquired prior to and Independently
of the training provided in the experiment. In order to
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iook more cose.y at th„.
. foll problem ^ ^ ^ ^
inched ,n the p retest
. A more M k., y pOSSlblllty that
severs' and non-solvers' s,m,, arly high scores on t „.
,
are attributable tovery dlfferent causes
scores may reflect their understanding of
between weighted means a nd simple means. as evidenced In
problems and . 2
,
while non-solvers' h lg h sooresm lg ht
slmp, y reflect their rel lance on simple mean calcul a tions
for a n "average" problems.
On the shop problem.
.4. solvers may aga , n have been
exhibiting a better understanding of means while non-
solvers, unsure of the correct answer to choose, may have
adopted the heuristic that. If ,t wasn't obviously a simple
mean problem, It must be the "other" answer. That is, „hen
they were In doubt, they may have relied more on
probabllstlc test-taking strategies than on knowledge about
means
.
The equally high performance of solvers and non-solvers
on #5, the hlstobeam could be attributed to all subjects
having the same Intuitive understanding of "a weight farther
out has more 'force,' coupled with the effects of the
training, which required that they be verbally explicit
about their Intuitions and for which they received
confirming feedback.
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The equally low performance of solvers anri naui d non-solvers
on
.6, the histogram, mus t be ,ooked at ,„ terms of the
severa, d ,„.r.nt areas of know|eflgei |p ^
balancing, necessary to read *»n*y ™ and understand graphed
frequenclng distributions Th i « io ^.. . is Is discussed more fully in
the next section.
As shown by Tab.es T4-T6, the foil (#3 , weight
maintenance) problem and the answer choice (*4: shop)
problems did not provide any means to d « f f erent I ate between
trained and untrained subjects ( Tab I e T 1 ) , E JT or No E JT
conditions (Table T2), or solvers and non-solvers (Table
T3). Problem »3, the foil problem, was a s «mp
. e mean
problem with a weighted mean surface structure. Over 90% of
subjects in each group calculated this problem correctly and
most also gave a correct rationale for choosing the s.mp.e
mean calculation. Problem #4, the shop problem, asked
subjects to choose between two calculation methods for
finding an average salary for a shop employee. The percent
of subjects in each group who chose the correct answer to
this problem ranged from 70% to 78.8%.
Discussion: Problems 1-4
The main finding of this transfer study was that
subjects who had solved in the balance beam task (I.e.
Induced the product-moment rule) performed significantly
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better on the transfer weighted mean problems than non .
severs. Tr a ,n,n g a,one (experience wlth the balance beam
Prob.ee,,> did not Improve performance nor was support found
for the hypothesis that the Key factor
,„ Harlan's
transfer suooess was the extra Judgement train,
„
9 she gave
them on the beam after they had
, nduoed the rule and Just
prior to her transfer test.
The finding here that balance beam solving l s associated
with improved weighted mean solving ability appears at first
glance to replicate and provide additional support for
Hardlman's finding that balance beam knowledge transfers to
understanding of the weighted mean. However, caution shou.d
be exercised before assuming that the same Inference can be
drawn from both studies.
First, Table T7 shows that, while solvers In the present
study did in fact improve their pretest calculation scores,
performance on the two calculation transfer problems was
relatively poor compared to that of Hardlman's subjects.
(Note that all of Hardlman's subjects are included in the
analysis as solvers, since all of them eventually met the
criteria for Inducing the balance beam rule.)
Second, the two studies differed in several Important
ways such that the gains In performance in each study might
be attributed to very different factors. The most
noticeable difference was that Hardiman required her
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on
was
subjects to represent both the GPA and e ,evator problems
the bean,, whMe ,„ thls study subJects^ toia )t
Ctlon... A, so, In the video tapes of Hard,™,,., transfer
sessions, it was possible to detect ia Instances where the
experimenter responded helpfully or was not entirely neutral
to a subject's difficulty
,„ representing these probiems.
The required representation In Hardlman's study may have
Provided a strong sltuat.ona, cue to use balance beam
knowledge In the transfer task. Or, ,t
, s possibie that
working through a representation of a weighted mean problem,
poss.b.y with help fro, the experimenter, gave Nardil's
subjects the chance to test several approaches to th I nk I ng
about means In a concrete situation that provided a certain
degree of feedback. Furthermore, when a problem was
properly represented on the beam, the subject then had both
a visual and numerical answer before him that could be then
used to guide paper and pencil calculations.
One other factor that could account for the higher
average scores of Hardlman's subjects was that her subjects
were permitted to change their answers to problems they had
calculated earlier. Thus, later problems, such as the shop
problem, might have clarified their thinking about weighted
means and triggered a correct recalculation of a previous
prob I em
.
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This «s «n strong contrast to the current study ,„ wh.ch
only two or three subjects opted to represent the problems
on the beam e.ther before or after calcu.at.ng their answers
on paper, and no subjects changed a previous answer.
Without being forced to represent prob, ems, subjects may
have simp,
y
used the first ca.cuiat. on method that came to
mind, usual ly the simple mean algorithm.
The high level of performance on the foil (weight
maintenance) problem, In contrast to the overall low I eve
.
on the GPA and elevator prob.ems, could possibly be
attributed to subjects' greater fam I I i ar I ty with simple mean
calculations. it seemed to the experimenter that, by the
time subjects were presented with the foil problem, they
were generally alerted to the fact that not all "average-
problems were the same, but not equally know I edgab I e about
when and how to calculate anything other than a simple mean.
Once they had decided that the foil problem was a simple
mean situation, they could easi ly apply the more faml I iar
simple mean algorithm. However, the observation of the
experimenter was that when subjects suspected a problem was
not a simple mean situation, and were consequently unsure
how to proceed, they sometimes correctly weighted the
numbers and sometimes, by default, fell back on the simple
mean algorithm. Alternatively, the fact that forty-one (17
trained and 23 controls) of the subjects who were correct on
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th. Broblem gave wrong answers on ^^^^
elevator problems suggests that subjects ^ ^ ^
-ln.th. simple mean
that they were correct onth. foMby default. Howeyer
,
while a detailed analysis of ,the video tapes of Interviews
has not been completed, rt was t h.t e experimenter's
observation that manv auh r«**+.y s bjects gave reasonable rationales
for deciding that the foil wa<? * e i mnl" s a simple mean situation. For
example, sever,, subjects sa|d ,. |t^ . t ^^
times a day they were weighed -
. Berson on|y has one
we i ght . "
It is doubtful that balance knowledge was Influencing
their thinking on this problem since no subject gave any
indication that he or she was using bal anc,ng knowledge as a
basis for reasoning and no subject attempted to represent
the problem on the beam. Rather It is more I Ikely that
subjects were relying only on their algorithm knowledge of
means
.
interestingly, the shop problem seemed to be more
confusing for subjects than the weight maintenance problem.
Only 75% of the subjects answered the former correctly.
Intuitively, one would expect that, since such a high
percentage of subjects were able to see through the weighted
mean surface structure of the immediately preceding foil
(weight maintenance) problem, they would perform as well or
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better on the shop problem where the d . f ference between
s.mp.e and weighted means Is clearly defined ,n the
problem's two answer choices. Subjects spent much more time
deliberating over the two choices in this probiem than in
so.v.ng the foil probiem, and expressed much iess confidence
in their answer. Subjects gave various reasons for choosing
the simpie mean description, the most common of which was
that they thought the two calculation methods would result
in the same answer and chose the first, the simple mean,
because It was "faster." Again, there were no indications
In the data or interviews that balance knowledge was playing
any part In their thinking.
It was argued earlier that virtually nothing about
calculating the product-moment rule maps onto the
calculations for the weighted mean. And yet Hardlman found
a strong relationship between Inducing the rule and improved
ability to solve weighted mean problems. Whether this was a
mapping of balance rule knowledge onto weighted means or an
effect of training in general is difficult to determine
since she did not have trained non-solvers with whom to
compare her solvers.
In the present study, the advantage of solvers over non-
solvers In the transfer task, while significant, Is still
not a large enough gain over pretest performance to conclude
1 72
that balance beam rule knowledge has a substant.a, effect on
subjects' reasoning. Solvers may have been slmp.y the
smarter subjects or, as was argued m Section
,, they may
have been the subjects who possessed good genera, prob.em
solving ski. is and, hence, were more
, , ke .y to Improve
Irregardless of prior balance training.
Other factors that should be considered Include the fact
that 75% of the solvers solved within thirty minutes. When
they returned, after a f.ve-m.nute break, to begin the
transfer session, they were far less fatigued than the non-
solvers, most of whom took over an hour and a half to
complete the balance beam session. They were also not
feeling frustrated and defeated like the non-solvers.
Degree of fatigue and feelings of self-confidence are not
trivial factors and It does not seem unreasonable to
attribute a large portion of the solvers' success in the
transfer task to these motivational variables (Dweck, 1975).
Problems 5 & 6
An analysis of variance
main effects of balance beam
the histobeam (#5) and
(F(2,78)=1 .41
,
n.s.). Nor did
did not reveal any significant
training on ability to solve
histogram (#6) problems
solvers perform significantly
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s
better than non-solvers (t (38)-. 3027, n.s.) orcontro
(t(57)=l.4l67, n.s.). However, Tab.e T4 shows
favoring training for Problem »5, the hlstobeam. There was
also a tendency for t ra I ned-p
I us-E JT subjects (TE) to be
correct more often on *5 than either theCE, TNorCN
subjects (Table T5)
.
On Problem #6, the histogram, trained subjects showed
only a small, non-significant advantage over the controls
(t(78)=.9216, p<.2, 1-talled), E JT had no effect (Table T5),
and, as Table T6 shows, there was no difference between
solvers and non-solvers.
Discussion: Problems 5 & 6
Problems #5 and #6, the hlstobeam and histogram, were
included to test the breadth of transfer of balance beam
knowledge. At Issue was whether experiences with the
balance beam or inducing the rule for the beam would provide
a helpful analogy for reading the mean of a graphed
frequency distribution such as the histogram. The hlstobeam
Is of interest as a possible graphic bridge between the
balance beam and the histogram.
H I stobeam (»5)
.
The hlstobeam problem specifically
asked subjects to imagine that the pictured distribution was
"a balance beam with a large number of blocks placed along
It," making the connection to the balance training more than
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obvious, one would expect, therefore, that trained sheets
would perform significantly better than centres. The
finding that there was no difference between trained and
untrained subjects may possibly reflect that,
, n both
groups, there were equal proportions of subjects who knew,
prior to the experiment, that "weight farther out has more
force" to subjects who did not have fir, hold of this
concept. in the trained group, for example, there was
verbal evidence during the ba I ance t ra I n I ng from at .east
four subjects that they were not at all sure In which
direction a block would have to move (towards or away from
the center) to gain in "force."
Histogram (»6). Overall, performance on the histogram
was extremely poor. Only 21.9% of all subjects responded
correctly on this problem, well below chance level. Neither
training nor EJT improved performance and, within the
trained group, solvers were wrong nearly as often as non-
solvers. Clearly, in order to understand the histogram,
subjects needed more knowledge than the balance beam
training supp I I ed .
The main factor that appeared to contribute to subjects'
Inability to answer the Histogram problem correctly was a
disregard of the values In the 1-4 scale on the graph (I.e.
the "Number Correct on Quiz" axis). Their comments suggest
that, as far as the graph was concerned, "1", "2", "3", and
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4- were Just I abe I s for ,ocat,ons on the
veiue hed no meenlng or Importence. Thus subjects reasoned
that the midpoint or mean shou.d be determined soieiyby
finding the point that divided the number^*,^
,„ the
problem exact I y ,„ hal , a slmple mean ca|cu|at
, on
Of the 17.5 correct responses (out of 40 tr a ined p lus 40
centres,. only foU r actually ca.cuiate. (onpape,rthe
weighted mea n for the Histogram prop, em. The others g ave no
reason or s!mp ly sal d the average grade "seemed I Ike" It
should be greater than 2 . 5 . on no occas.on did the
experimenter observe a suhject refer to the balance beam as
a basis for responding. Obviously, a more revealing method
of Investigation is necessary to determine what role, If
any, the balance training was playing In their reasoning.
Cone I us I ons
The conclusion to be drawn from this study Is that the
balance beam may Indeed be a good analogy for understanding
weighted means, but the distance between such disparate
domains Is too "far" to render the analogy useful Just from
experiences with It. Hardlman had fairly dramatic transfer
effects, but the question Is raised as to Just what role
representing played In causing these effects. In the
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Present e*per lment. where represent ,n g was not . regutrement
and no nmtsor he.pwere g, ven to he
, p sub Jects ut , ,
,
ze
balance knowledge it96. I does not seem surprizing that
transfer did not occur. Unless rh« ~u t e mapping Is more direct
between analogous situations or », a second, structurally
""" ,r Snal09y
'
S th. connect,™ between tne
anaiogous sltuat.ons may never become apparent ( Glck&
Ho.yoak. ,983; HCyoak & Kon, , 986)
. These wou|dbe
interesting avenues for further emp.rlcal studies, as wou I
d
be the question as to which asDert* o< k. iOM p c s of balance knowledge
transfer
.
Therefore, consistent with the I I terature and tak I ng
lntoconslderat.cn the questions raised by theHardiman
study, the conclusion here Is that more than Just a "deep
understanding" of an analogous task Is necessary to
fac
I
I i tate "far" transfer
.
APPENDIX A. S
COND. I & II
FR# PROB CODE
1 0020 0100
2 0020 0200
3 0200 0200
4 0200 0030
5 0200 0300
6 0300 0400
7 3000 0040
3 0001 4000
9 0010 4000
10 0 1 00 4000
1
1
1 000 4000
12 3000 0004
13 3000 0040
14 0300 0400
15 0030 4000
16 0030 6000
17 0300 0300
IS 0300 0400
19 0300 0500
20 0030 3000
21 0030 4000
2 2 0030 5000
0030 6000
24 0005 0002
25 0005 0020
26 0005 0200
27 0005 0300
28 2000 0030
29 3000 0040
30 4000 0050
31 5000 0060
32 0010 2000
33 0 1 00 3000
34 001
1
3000
35 0111 4000
36 0111 6000
37 0200 6000
33 0400 0310
39 0400 0320
40 0400 1320
41 0400 1410
42 0300 0031
43 0400 0031
44 0500 0031
45 0401 0031
es for Conditions
COND. Ill
PRtt PROB CODE
11 1110 4200
o4uu 1410
3 0200 0300
4 0203 0030
r 001
0
2000
/O 0111 4000
7 0300 0300
Qo 0030 6000
o7 0111 6000
1
0
0020 0200
1 1 5000 0060
0
1
00 4000
1 O 1110 5200
1 n1 4 0005 0002
1 -) 0040 0201
1 ' 0033 0002
1 -7
I / 0400 0310
1 d 0300 0031
1 9 3000 0004
0010 2000
21 0 1 00 3000
0030 6000
23 3000 0040
24 0200 0200
25 0400 1320
26 0200 6000
27 2020 0600
23 1 100 3200
29 2100 0600
30 0300 1120
31 0300 0400
32 0020 0100
0040 0111
34 0040 101
1
35 0040 0110
36 0400 0031
37 0011 3000
38 . 0005 0200
39 0001 4000
40 0040 0011
41 0300 1030
42 0005 0020
43 01 1
1
4000
44 0220 1030
45 1 000 4000
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I - IV
COND. IV
PR# PROB CODE
1 0020 0300
0100 0020
o 0021 1200
4 2000 000
1
5 0301 1030
& 0001 0010
7 0002 0010
a 0003 00 1
0
9 0004 0010
10 0003 0010
1
1
0020 2000
12 0020 3000
13 0020 4000
14 0020 5000
15 0020 4000
16 00 1
0
4000
17 0010 3000
IS 0010 2000
19 0010 1 000
20 0010 2000
21 0200 0200
22 0200 0300
^_o 0200 0400
24 0200 0300
25 0100 0200
26 0101 0200
27 0022 0002
23 1020 4200
29 0030 2300
30 1010 0020
31 0013 0001
32 0022 0002
33 0102 0020
34 0200 1300
35 1 1 00 2200
36 0040 0310
37 0012 0200
33 0030 1200
39 0006 0120
40 0040 0011
41 0203 0030
42 0030 0011
43
'
0220 0002
44 0024 0201
45 5000 0023
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Appendix A cont.
46 0101 0001
47 0040 0110
48 0040 0111
49 0030 0011
50 0030 0110
51 0030 1110
52 5000 0023
JO 5000 1023
54
.
5000 0123
2000 0600
56 2010 0600
57 2100 0600
58 2101 0600
5? 2020 0600
60 0222 0600
61 0400 0400
62 0022 0002"
63 0023 0002
64
"
0024 0002
e>5 0033 0002
46
47 000
1
4R 3000
#"*
T
Jv.' 4UOO
s-1 JL UoUO
UA. 0400
OOoO 001
54 3000 0040
55 0011 3000
56 0200 0030
57 0111 6000
58 0023 0002
59 0030 4000
60 2000 0600
61 0400 0320
62 0030 5000
63 ~ 0040 0210
64 0010 4000
e>5 0500 0031
46 0030 001
1
47 0040 4200
48 5001 0630
49 0040 01 10
50 0011 3000
51 0040 0011
52 0400 0320
53 0500 2600
54 0060 0012
55 0400 0031
56 0040 0201
57 5000 0610
58 0032 0002
59 0022 0002
60 0023 0002
61 5000 0630
62 0400 0310
63 0300- 1030
64 0040 0210
65 0030 0110
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